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A Philosophy of Recreation 

By 

Alexander Reid Martin, M.D. 

Psychiatrist—New York City 

I welcome this opportunity to tell you something of Psychiatry’s approach 

to the whole subject of Recreation and especially to indicate how the more 

recent trends of our thinking have emphasized the great need for a closer 

integration between the psychiatrist and the recreator. When asked to talk 

about a philosophy for hospital recreation, I faltered somewhat, because my 

whole frame of reference with regard to recreation for the past twenty years 

has been entirely outside the hospital—has been extra-clinical, you might 

say. Consequently, my comments would stem to a great extent from what I 

have learned from my field work with recreation personnel and members of 

leisure time agencies and from what 1 have learned from my patients in 

private practice over twenty years of intensive psychotherapy and psycho¬ 

analysis. A more appropriate title would be “A psychiatrist makes some sug¬ 

gestions for a basic philosophy of all recreation.” 

I asked myself the question—whether a philosophy for recreation can be 

one thing within a hospital for sick and disabled individuals, and another 

thing outside the hospital for everyday individuals. Certainly, our philosophy 

determines our rapport with those we are trying to help. But we cannot 

be all things to all men. Some of us are extremely effective within the 

hospital who have little effectiveness in the extra-clinical situation. Recreation 

personnel within and without the hospital will find themselves gravitating 

towards, and more effective with, certain types of individuals, or certain 

types of patients. Such inclinations and patterns of maximum effectiveness 

are certainly expressions of the recreation worker’s philosophy. 

Two elements prevail in the hospital situation, which are not characteristic 

of the extra-mural situation. One—the existence of disease or disability, and 

two—because of these, the high degree of dependency on the recreation 

worker implicit in the relationship. Regarding the first—for effective rapport, 

the hospital recreation worker must be more intent upon maintaining a 

holistic approach than he would extra-murally; that is, he must be more 

careful to relate himself to the whole person and not to the disease, fn medi¬ 

cine we still know to our cost that in all our approach to treatment, it has 

been all too easy for us to focus upon pathology and to lose sight of the 

person. (I heard recently of a man in Presbyterian Hospital who said to his 

doctor after five weeks of hospitalization, “Well, doctor, you have cured me, 

but in the last two weeks I amost died of loneliness.”) Regarding the other 

element characteristic of the hospital situation—that is, the element of depen¬ 

dency, this enters much more strongly than in the everyday situation of the 

hobby shop, game room, camp or playing field. Of course, there is always 

a greater or lesser degree of dependency upon a recreation leader, but given 

disability which leads to confinement in the hospital, your effectiveness, your 

therapeutic rapport in large measure bears upon your whole attitude towards 

dependency and having others dependent upon you. This raises many im- 
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portant questions such as—Are you inclined to foster or discourage depen¬ 

dency? Are you the kind of person on whom the patient can depend? And 

back of this, there is an even more important vital question—Are you the 

kind of person that can be relied upon not to perpetuate dependency? 

However, while such distinctive elements obtain rather specifically for 

effective hospital recreation, I am convinced that any and every philosophy 

for recreation that is worthwhile, must have as a prerequisite, as a common, 

central core, an appreciation and a clear conception of the true nature of 

recreation, its real meaning and value to mankind, its indispensability for 

all healthy growth and creativity and its dynamic and inseparable relation¬ 

ship to relaxation and leisure. I would like to call this common, basic com¬ 

ponent of all worthwhile recreation philosophy the humanistic component. 

Your effective rapport, your ability to inspire confidence, your ability to 

invite that healthy dependency on you so essential for all healing and growth 

—all hinge upon your morale. Your morale derives from a recognition, 

appreciation and a respect for the w’ide scope and interpersonal implications 

of your life work, and to your conviction that recreation is not an adjunct 

to health, not just a “shot in the arm” but is indispensable to human welfare 

and to the bettering of human relationships. 

As I approach the subject in this manner, I don’t want you to think that 

Psychiatry itself fully recognizes the true and profound value of recreation 

in the treatment and healthy growth of the individual. Far from it. 

Although we are making some headway, like our medical brothers, we are 

still inclined to misuse and misunderstand recreation; and this all stems 

from narrow conceptions, misconceptions and, in general, shallow thinking. 

Our prolonged immersion in technocracy, and our divorce from humanism 

and the humanities has blinded us to the true nature of recreation and has 

led to its widespread misuse in the service of escaping from life, rather 

than in the service of enriching life. 

By nature, and by derivation, recreation is inseparably bound to relaxation 

and leisure. We have the following definitions from Webster; "relax,” to 

remit attention or effort, to become less diligent, to unbend, to seek recrea¬ 

tion or rest. “Relaxation,” a recreative state, diversion, recreation, abate¬ 

ment, slackening, ease and rest. And then also from Webster: “Leisure- 

opportunity and freedom to do something, free from engagement, a period 

of unengaged time and ease.” 

Leisure in Greek is “skole” and in Latin “scola,” the same as the English 

word school. That is, the word used to designate the place where we educate 

and teach is derived from a word which means “leisure.” “School” does not. 

properly speaking, mean school but leisure! 

But as wfitli recreation, so with relaxation and leisure—misconceptions 

abound. Our modern technocratic age has made a fetish of the machine, has 

glorified being “on your toes” and “getting ahead” as the crowning virtues. 

We have emphasized material success rather than success in living. As a 

result, relaxation has become synonymous with idleness, loafing, laziness 

and inertia. We no longer recognize leisure as the mother of the muses and 

creative arts, but rather as the slave of industrial efficiency. Vacations, holi¬ 

days, time out, coffee breaks, music on the job, and all forms of "recreation” 
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are too often planned and prescribed by the efficiency expert not primarily 

to increase the stature and dignity of the individual but to increase the 

industrial output. 

Because leisure and relaxation have been subordinated and have fallen 

into disrepute, misuse of recreation has followed. In the building of a 

healthy philosophy for recreation, the first step is to try to restore dignity 

and respect to our conceptions of leisure, relaxation and recreation, and 

return them to the supreme position they held in the minds of the poets, 

philosophers, and historians down through the ages 

I would draw your attention to the following quotations: 

Listen to the Psalmist—“Have leisure and know that I am God.” 

To Socrates—“Leisure is the best of all possessions.” 

To Cicero—“Leisure with dignity is the supremely desirable object of all 

sane and good men.” 

To Shakespeare—“Sweet recreation barred, what doth ensue 

But moody and dull melancholy 

Kinsman to grim and comfortless despair, 

And at her heels a huge infectious troop 

Of pale distemperatures and foes to life.” 

To Hobbes—"Leisure is the mother of philosophy.” 

To Disraeli—“Increased means and increased leisure are the two civilizers 

of man.” 

To Bertrand Russell—“To be able to fill leisure intelligently is the last 

product of civilization.” 

Thus, the more humanism in our philosophy, the more we can recognize 

the true nature and value and inseparability of leisure, relaxation and 

recreation. 

But modern technocratic man cannot avail himself of these blessings. With 

more leisure time available, there is a growing incapacity to enjoy it and 

to use it creatively. Modern man wants to, but finds he cannot relax to 

order. When the doctor rather casually tells the tense, overworked patient 

to take it easy and relax, this elicits tragic feelings of frustration and futility, 

because we have no button to push that’s marked “relax.” 

This paradox primarily and profoundly concerns you, but perhaps even 

more it concerns the modern psychiatrist. More and more we find that 

problems pertaining to relaxation, leisure and recreation have an important 

bearing upon the prevention, cause and treatment of a great many per¬ 

sonality disorders and mental and emotional illness. 

I am trying to say here that this whole subject is not a minor, secondary 

matter in the health of an individual or the health of a nation—not a matter 

of something you do in your spare time or some hobby or activity that you 

prescribe for a patient’s so-called free time. We cannot relegate recreation 

to a position of secondary importance in the lives of individuals and in 

hospitals we cannot relegate recreation to a position of secondary importance. 

In the different areas of his functioning, the psychiatrist is now focusing 

considerable attention upon this whole subject and, more and more 

psychiatric problems are approached, formulated and treated in terms of 

leisure, relaxation and recreation. This frame of reference has provided us 

with new insights into the neurotic process and has necessitated our closer 
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integration with the specialist in recreation. From our intensive study of 

man under neurotic and psychotic stress, we have learned much regarding 

man’s conflicts about work and play, tension and relaxation, compulsive 

and leisurely living, all of which has provided us with more and more evi¬ 

dence of the great significance and value of your field of endeavor. 

A few of our psychiatric observations and prevailing theories will illustrate 

what I mean. 

As 1 very simply and briefly try to sketch this psychiatric picture, it will 

be helpful for you to remember that we in Psychiatry are seeing greatly 

intensified and exaggerated variations of what you see in everyday life. We 

are dealing in many instances with differences in degree and not in kind. 

My fatherly mentor at Sheppard Pratt, Dr. Arthur Pattrell, used to say, 

“Psychotics and neurotics are just like ourselves, only more so.” 

The complete inability to relax even for a moment is a common com¬ 

plaint and evidence of neurotic disturbance. This widespread and character¬ 

istic symptom of our so-called age of anxiety stems from a fear of relaxation 

and leisure. This reaches its most intense expression in many individuals 

who are unable to take vacations, in those who are beset by severe after¬ 

work irritability, and in those who suffer from what is called the Sunday 

neurosis. 

It has been noted that many spasmogenic conditions in the gastro¬ 

intestinal tract, of neurotic origin, have become much worse during holidays. 

I have one neurotic patient who for a considerable time has been under 

treatment for duodenal ulcer. With him, all his gastro-intestinal complaints 

become severely aggravated when he goes off on a vacation. Another, with 

spastic colitis, has had similar experiences. 

On occasion, severe psychoneurotic and even psychotic episodes have 

occurred when an individual attempted to rest after a particularly long 

period of intensive work, and there have been occasional suicides in these 

circumstances. 

Accordingly, all our ideas about what constitutes leisure, rest and relaxa¬ 

tion, and their value, must be re-examined and revised. The old standby 

prescription for so many so-called nervous breakdowns—to “take a rest”— 

cannot be dispensed indiscriminately. 

As a result of this fear of leisure, fear of relaxation, much that is called 

recreation is undertaken and entered into so intensely, seriously and in such 

unrelaxed fashion that it does not fulfill its intended function of improving 

the health, expansion and growth of the individual. For those who have this 

fear, their participation in art, music, hobbies, vacational sojourns, boating, 

golf or fishing, cannot be called recreation. Recreation, in the true sense of 

the term can only take place during periods of healthy leisure and relaxation. 

There is a wide variety of recreational facilities within reach of everyone. 

With more and more hours of leisure available, with billions of dollars being 

spent annually on recreation and leisure pursuits, we find too little of this 

leisure is being used wholesomely, healthfully, creatively, and, above all, 

with real enjoyment. Far too many are doing the right thing for the wrong 

reason. 

As we all know, the recreation, the game, the craft, the hobby per se, is 

not our first consideration, but rather, how the patient applies himself, how 
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the patient utilizes that particular hobby or recreation. Is he using it, for 

instance, in the service of escaping from life, or in the service of enriching 

and broadening his life? Is he using it in the service of detaching himself 

from others, or in the service of getting close to others? Is he using it to 

prove himself, or to improve himself? How does the busy, dynamic, hard- 

driving business executive play golf on Sunday? Does he play golf leisurely 

or compulsively? 

In this whole connection, psychiatry has revealed a gross and tragic self- 

deception which only helps unwittingly to perpetuate the misuse of recrea¬ 

tion. Fear of relaxation so characteristic of many successful men and women 

of our technocratic culture has not been recognized or admitted as such, 

but has been glorified into a virtue, and referred to as being wide-awake, 

alert, on-the-ball, never-caught-napping, and so on. This goes along with 

an intense intolerance and a contempt for everything pertaining to leisure 

and wholesome recreation. Compulsive speeding and acceleration (I have to 

move fast) has not been differentiated from healthy speeding and accelera¬ 

tion (I want to move fast), but also has been glorified as a virtue, with 

consequent serious interference with leisurely living. 

Closely related to the above, and presenting a phenomenon which must 

be very familiar to you are those patients who can play, relax, indulge in 

recreation and go on vacations, but only when they have the doctor’s pre¬ 

scription and the doctor’s advice. 

They cannot give themselves permission really to rest or let down. They 

have first to turn to and rely upon authority. They are, as it were, victims 

of a compulsive, authoritative regime. This can either be self-imposed or an 

outer regime, or both. In either case, a system of bargaining develops. Work 

and play become part of a reward and punishment philosophy. Recreation 

is something that has to be earned. This smacks of a retaliative eye-for-an- 

eye, tooth-for-a-tooth philosophy, dominated by the God of vengeance of 

primitive religions and not the God of mercy of the New Testament. 

For those involved in such a philosophy, all unprescribed and/or unearned 

play and recreation becomes a flaunting or a furtive expression of defiance 

of authority and is followed by some manifestation of guilt. Hard work and 

complete abstention from recreation then become the means of placating 

the authority. And so the vicious cycle goes. One way of dealing with this 

situation is to take a rest, go off on a holiday, play games, have recreation— 

but always proceed to be rather miserable and unhappy and see to it that 

there is no enjoyment. The principle here being you don’t have to pay for 

what you don’t enjoy. Of course, the whole maneuver is a piece of gross 
self-deception. 

In so far as rest and relaxation take place under the aegis of some autho¬ 

ritative system, whether self-imposed or otherwise, we should ask whether 

this should be thought of as true relaxation. Some can relax only when they 

have a physical illness. One patient said, “If I got sick. I’d take up the 

cello.” At another time he said, “I’d be delighted to write an article, if I 

catch cold and have any spare time.” There are many instances of creative 

and artistic abilities revealing themselves for the first time during illness or 

convalescence. The physical condition now provides the justification to relax. 

Inseparable from our subject is the great problem of retirement, the be- 
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setting and critical issue in industry and in geriatrics. The life insurance 

companies are well aware of the rapid disintegration that may take place 

soon after retirement, and their statistics in this regard provide a most valu¬ 

able contribution to this whole study. A post-retirement follow-up will show 

that all forms of total personality disturbance, organic, emotional, intellec¬ 

tual, moral, can develop especially in individuals whose philosophy of life 

prohibited true healthy relaxation and enjoyment and creative use of leisure- 

time. 

I think you will find it helpful, if you consider your work in or out of 

the hospital, in a broad and general sense, as having to do with a great many 

individuals who are involved in compulsive living, and who avoid leisurely 

living, because leisure, relaxation, contemplation, “a pause in the day’s occu¬ 

pation,” all create anxiety. Certainly, with mental hospital patients w:ho 

represent half the hospital population of the country, and with all those 

undergoing extra-mural psychotherapy and psychoanalysis, we can say that, 

broadly speaking, our therapeutic goal is to help the patient live leisurely 

and not compulsively. 

This approach will perhaps bring greater dimensions to your work and 

help you to recognize the complex ways modern man may be distorting and 

abusing recreation. With greater clarity, new responsibilities and new chal¬ 

lenges arise, all of which will help to restore leisure and recreation to its 

place of pre-eminence in the life of man. 

It may be extremely difficult to recognize when a patient is using recreation 

for compulsive or for healthy motives. Here, the need for closer integration 

between psychiatry and recreation becomes more and more obvious. At 

times it may be necessary temporarily to subscribe to some neurotic or com¬ 

pulsive motive, which will allow- the patient, for instance, to escape, or 

detach himself, or to prove something, or to express perfectionism. Of course, 

the question should be raised—can we call it recreation in its true sense, if 

participation is motivated compulsively? It seems to me our aim should be 

to strive always for recreation in its ideal, its wholesome and healthful sense, 

in its humanistic sense, and that we examine carefully w-hat we are calling 

recreation. 

There is a helpful analogy in the case of sleep. Biologically, sleep is in 

no sense meant to be an escape from life, although it can be used as such. 

Sleep is a positive, forward moving part of the growth cycle. In sleep, we 

get in touch with the darker reaches of ourselves as a means of reinforcing, 

promoting growth and expansion. In healthy, wholesome sleep, we are re¬ 

created. We awaken refreshed and enriched. Whereas there is another form 

of sleep—the sleep of escape, of detachment, of boredom—from which we 

awaken unhappy, depressed, unrefreshed, unready and unwilling to face 

reality. Those who use the game, the hobby, or the craft to escape, may have 

similar subsequent reactions. There we have, perhaps, some explanation 

for those instances of violent family quarreling which have been reported 

as occurring immediately after prolonged family sittings before the tele¬ 

vision. Here obviously it is not T.V. per se but how it is being used. 

There are other intricate and complex dynamics involving leisure relaxa¬ 

tion and recreation, of which the psychiatrist is becoming aware. We find 

the fear of relaxation often accompanied by the fear of going to sleep, the 
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fear of the dark, the fear of anesthetics. All of these have been related to a 

fear of the unconscious. It would perhaps be more comprehensive to say 

that in these instances there is a fear of the impulses and feelings that would 

emerge into consciousness if the individual relaxed his compulsion to remain 

occupied. For such an individual it is imperative to be constantly occupied, 

to be on the quivive. He is defensively wide-awake. While he stays awake, 

he maintains his way of living, his neurotic defense against the emergence of 

feelings which our technocratic, hyperintellectual culture has told him are 

shameful and unbecoming. We must bear in mind how this compulsion to 

remain defensively alert has been glorified into a virtue. There is one very 

popular saying often cjuoted to reinforce the compulsion to be “on your 

toes” which in our culture has played such havoc with leisure time. That 

is the quotation, “Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.” With this as an 

element in your philosophy, how can you possibly relax? But there is an 

answer. Again, it has to do with the proper conception of relaxation, leisure 

and recreation. In healthy relaxation, we go along with and are in tune with 

nature—as Heraclitus said, “Listening to the essence of things.” The relaxed 

person is not defensively vigilant but is respectfully vigilant and watchful 

of what goes on in a contemplative, listening, wondering, marveling attitude. 

In the words of Van Dyke, “Listening to stars and birds and babes and sages 

with an open heart, and letting the spiritual unbidden and unconscious rise 

up through the common.” 

A fear of relaxation is also related to a fear of depending on anyone or 

upon anything. We see this strongly marked in many so-called self-made men 

and women, who have complete inability to depend upon others. Here is 

another compulsion that our culture constantly mistakes for a virtue, and 

glorifies as self-reliance, independence and individuality. It is a compulsive 

independence, based upon an inability to admit their dependence upon 

others. This is certainly tied up with their inability to surrender to their 

emotions, and indicates a deep self-distrust in their inner strength. 

True relaxation in the sense of a surrender to one’s own basic, intrinsic, 

unique rhythm is not an escape, but like true sleep, brings us in touch with 

the darker reaches of ourselves and gives us a greater sense of our totality. 

Note that here, surrender does not mean submissiveness. 

In the last analysis, the individual who is afraid of relaxation and leisure 

and who misuses recreation in the service of compulsion, lacks faith in him¬ 

self and his fellow man and denies mankind’s interdependency. He is afraid 

to depend on others and has the illusion of only depending upon himself 

when, in reality, he is depending on his compulsions. He is enslaved by 

them and has no freedom. 

All of this brings me round in full circle to the all-important subject that 

I touched upon in an early paragraph—the subject of dependency. The 

capacity to have faith, the capacity to depend upon oneself and upon others 

is as essential for healthy relaxation as it is for healthy sleep. In the treat¬ 

ment of all mental and physical illnesses, and it certainly is exemplified in 

psycholanalysis, the healing, recovery and improvement take place when the 

patient begins to depend and can decide to depend completely on the 

doctor, and similarly, an effective rapport in the recreational relationship, 

in the utilization of recreation in the service of enriching life, begins when 
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the patient has a healthy dependence upon the recreation leader. 

1 find many people interested in recreation therapy riding their own 

hobby, or I suppose we could say, riding their own hobby-horse. It wouldn’t 

be so bad, perhaps, if all the hobby-horses were on the same carousel. But 

a great deal of rivalry and unhealthy competition is found from time to 

time in the advocates of this game or that craft, or this sport or that hobby, 

and it seems that what is overlooked here is the personal element, the 

individual, the recreation worker, who is sponsoring, presenting or introduc¬ 

ing the particular activity. A classic story from New York occurs to me, 

where some years ago, in a so-called high delinquent area, somebody under¬ 

took to hire a hall and give boxing lessons to young men and stage periodic 

fights and boxing exhibitions. Within a very short time delinquency sub¬ 

sided, so much so that other organizations thought of doing the same thing 

in various parts of New York, but not one of them met with success. The 

answer, I am sure, is obvious to most of you. It was not boxing per se, but 

the recreation leader in charge, who happened to be a perfect genius with 

young boys between fifteen and twenty-one. So certainly it is how the game, 

the art, the craft, is presented to the individual and in the last analysis, by 

whom. 

This may seem a far cry from hospital recreation, but I introduce it here 

because the boys found in this recreation leader what must always be found 

if recreation is to be introduced effectively and wholesomely; that is, some¬ 

one on whom they could depend, someone that they sensed could be relied 

upon to respect their compulsions but not subscribe to them indefinitely. 

There is an indefinable quality that some individuals have in their inter¬ 

personal relationships which facilitates a healthy rapport, regardless of their 

walk of life, or their engaging occupation. I have a hunch that one of the 

basic components in such an individual’s philosophy is a true understanding 

and a healthy respect for leisure, relaxation, recreation, along the lines that 

I have tried to indicate in this paper. How much more important is this 

humanistic component in those like yourselves whose life work is dedicated 

to the creative, recreative, and wholesome use of leisure. 

In the field of child guidance and mental hygiene it is now recognized 

that leisurely parents provide the best “climate” for promoting healthy 

growth and are the best insurance against the development of personality 

disorders and neurotic disturbances. 

Today we stand on the threshold of the Atomic Age. The curtain is rising 

on a new and awesome vista and we are just beginning to sense the respon¬ 

sibility that comes with possessing power that can literally lift us to the 

stars. As a result all mankind is suffering from threshold anxiety—that is 

from an attentuated but all pervasive form of what is commonly known as 

stagefright. 

At such a time there is a greater need than ever before to return to human¬ 

ism and to healthy sentiment. This brings with it an acceptance of the 

universality of human nature, and particularly a respect for our beginnings, 

backgrounds and foundations, and a respect for the past as it comes to us 

from the artists, the poets and the philosophers. Humanism in no sense 

means that we cling to the past, but rather that we build upon it and recog¬ 

nize the past in the present. Compulsive adherence to the present, which 
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Alan Gregg has referred to as “provincialism in time” goes along with a 

compulsive materialism and a glorification and an idealization of techno¬ 

cratic development and a rejection of all healthy emotions. We know too 

much and feel too little. The consequent feeling of being cut off and of 

rootlessness makes for intense feelings of insecurity from which our modern 

compulsions arise. When Toynbee tells us that we must repent, in one 

sense, he is telling us that we must return to humanism, to healthy senti¬ 

ment and to religion. This will come as we return to history and the great 

books and to poetry, the humanities, and liberal arts. This will restore our 

ability to use creatively our leisure time. It will enable us to play and really 

enjoy recreation by taking us beyond the influence of a reward-and-punish- 

rnent philosophy. Unlike Longfellow’s poor village blacksmith who had to 

“earn his night’s repose,” we will not have to earn, deserve or justify our 

relaxation, recreation and leisure. Through humanism we can come to realize 

and appreciate that play, recreation, and leisure are all blessings and are 

ours by the Grace of God. To those who would counter this by saying that 

I am advocating a philosophy that glorifies idleness, (one of our commonest 

misconceptions today) I would quote Emerson who said, “Man does not 

know when he is idle,” and John Ray, the English poet, who said long ago, 

“Idle folks have the least leisure.” 

I hope you will see that what is involved in what I have tried to say is 

not a matter of changing a few sets of values, but of changing all our values— 

our whole perspective and our whole orientation. 

Josef Pieper has said “Leisure, it must be remembered is not a Sunday 

afternoon-idyll but the preserve of freedom, of education and culture and 

that undiminished humanity which views the world as a whole.” 

And so I would suggest, as comprising the basic components of a philos¬ 

ophy for all recreation a formula which quite incidentally but happily is 

alliterative. I will call this the 6-H Formula. The ingredients are inextri¬ 

cably compounded. They are: 

Humanism 

Holism 

Homer 

Humor 

Humility 

Health Promotion 

Humanism and Holism ensure our respect for totalities, for the whole man, 

the whole family, and the whole of man in his past and present. Homer re¬ 

minds us of the great anticipators—the poets—and of the need of a more 

poetic approach to life and its problems. Humor and Humility, by-prod¬ 

ucts of humanism, permit us to view ourselves in perspective which dissolves 

our false pride and enables us to laugh at ourselves. Humor also makes us 

quick to sense our compulsions and to avoid being ruled by them. Shake¬ 

speare expresses this explicitly and implicitly through many of his humorous 

characters specially Falstaff in Henry IV, Part One. 

And finally we come to Health Promotion. Here is an attitude sadly 

lacking in modern medicine. We in Psychiatry, as in Medicine, are too 

strongly dedicated to the clinical, diagnostic, curative treatment approach 

and we have set this pattern for most social work. One hundred years from 
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now our present sole preoccupation with pathology will be regarded as very 

primitive medicine. 

I want to leave this thought with you. Until we in Medicine stop relating 

ourselves primarily to disease and start to relate ourselves primarily to 

health promotion, health conservation, health protection, we cannot really 

join hands with recreation because these have always been the ideals ol 

recreation. The same holds for our whole cultural attitude towards our 

world. Until we can stop relating ourselves to war and start relating our¬ 

selves to peace promotion, peace protection, and peace conservation, recrea¬ 

tion and leisure will not be used to enrich our lives and bring us closer 

together. 

Recreation, Medicine and 
The Humanities 

By 

Joseph B. Wolffe, M.D. 

Medical Director, I'alley Forge Heart and Medical Center, 

Fairview Village, Pennsylvania 

In this age of Manhattan Projects and other such trends toward social 

progress through cooperation, it is especially appropriate for a physician to 

participate in a program devoted to recreation. I consider myself privileged 

to have been invited. 

At the very outset, let us dispel any notion concerning lines of demar¬ 

cation between preventive and therapeutic medicine, recreation and the 

humanities. They are interdependent. 

\VTe hear it often said, even by recreators: “If only we had enough scientific 

proof, our profession would make tremendous strides!” Let us take a 

moment to analyze that. All of us are strong for the accumulation of scien¬ 

tific data, on any subject. Science is a discipline—a discipline of thinking 

of planning, of deduction. Therefore, the results must come as disciplined 

conclusions. 

To what extent, however, is the practice of medicine scientific? Preventive 

medicine against infectious and contagious diseases; the use of antibiotics 

in therapy—these are definitely based on scientific observations. The same 

prospects will hold true for recreation, as we go along. 

At this stage, when recreation is serving more and more as an important, 

universally applicable modality, let us not make a fetish out of science, and 

shun empiricism. 

“The history of science,” Goethe wrote, “is science itself: the history of 

the individual, the individual . . .” 

It seems to me that the poet was equating science and the individual, 

rather than differentiating them. What he was saying, in effect, was that 

the proper study of mankind (to which all science is ultimately dedicated) 

is man. Moreover, just as science, by definition, is constantly and dynam- 
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ically turning upon itself, so man, the individual human, is in a continuous 

state of evolving and of change. 

Those who fetishize science into a static-strict body of so-called facts and 

laws can never apply it to the proper study of man. Human beings may 

contain identical chemical elements, but as total entities, no two humans 

are alike. (Not even, I may add, when they come into a doctor’s office and 

recite identical series of symptoms.) 

1 have long been convinced—and being safely past the age of indiscretion, 

professionally, I can afford to be daring in this statement—that empiricism 

in medicine lias been most unfairly stigmatized. The super-scientific aura 

with which my colleagues, for generations even up to the present, have 

tended to surround medical practice serves only to perpetuate the myth 

that practical experience with clinical phenomena unverified in the labora¬ 

tory, is valueless. 

The history of mankind from its earliest beginnings, starting with the 

narrative of the Old Testament, if you will, is replete with examples of 

practical appreciation of methodologies aimed at health and fitness. There 

were the stringent sanitation regulations laid clown by Moses for the ancient 

Hebrews. There were the amazing insights into epidemiology as demon¬ 

strated by meticulous rules for fumigating and burning huts and clothing 

contaminated by infectious disease. 

True, recreation indulgences such as the rhythmic dance were connected 

with emotional expressions of religious fervor. Cleanliness of body was equat¬ 

ed with purity of mind, heart and sold. 

Vet, how did the teachers and leaders of those ancient people know these 

activities were beneficial? Surely not through scientific investigation! Their 

knowledge and insights were empirical. What they, and those who followed 

them in succeeding generations distilled from observation and experience, 

came later to be confirmed by evolving scientific wisdom. 

They knew nothing about electrocardiography, X-ray, or blood chemistry. 

They knew, from empirical observations, what made and kept men fit. 

And they applied their empirical knowledge to many goals, including the 

humanities. Many of you, 1 know, must have read that excellent “World 

History of Physical Education” by Van Dalen, Mitchell and Bennett, pub¬ 

lished (1953) by Prentice Hall. You saw how the authors trace the twin 

progress of education and the humanities as they relate, inseparably, to 

programs and objectives of physical education and recreation. The story 

runs the gamut from the religious and civic ideals of the ancient Hebrews 

through the aims of Greek individualism, Roman utilitarianism, the human¬ 

ism and moralism of medieval education, and then to the modern eras of 

emerging nationalism, democracy and internationalism. 

The running obligato of poetry and music, the thematic accent of philos¬ 

ophy and religion, and the marginal annotations of developing systems of 

science made themselves heard above the din of battles between the strong 

and the stronger, above the tumult of shouting crowds in the arenas. 

Beginning with Hippocrates, and more especially, Galen, the voice of 

medicine also was heard in the land. Urging physical activity and education 

for fitness of emotions as well as of body, Galen said: “That form of exercise 

is best which not only exercises the body but also is a source of joy to the 
participant. . .” 
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In the 12th century, Maimonides, the greatest expounder of Galen since 

Galen, served simultaneously as the Rabbi of the Egyptian Jewish com¬ 

munity and as personal physician to the royal house of Saladin-the-Magnifi- 

cent. Maimonides urged regular exercise for health, and indulgence in such 

recreation hobbies as painting, sculpture, and walking—for total fitness. 

The laboratory Maimonides used for his studies and treatment regimes—as 

was the case with those who followed him for generations—was his roster of 

patients. He diagnosed, treated, taught and wrote copious clinical disserta¬ 

tions on the basis of his daily experience. At the same time, he committed 

to paper, for succeeding generations to consider, profound treatises on ethics, 

religion and philosophy. Here, again, is an example of the interrelationship 

of medicine, recreation and the humanities. 

In the medico-religious framework of reference that marked the career of 

Maimonides, he enunciated this highest principle of the humanities: “The 

well being of our bodies is established by the proper management of our 

own conduct toward one another. . .” 

Prior to the turn of the century, the great cellular pathologist, Rudolph 

Virchow, crystallized, in his own career, the responsibility of medical science 

in the realm of the humanities. The founder of cellular pathology, he con¬ 

tributed to virtually every branch of medicine. He brought sanitation re¬ 

forms to Berlin. He enriched the literature of anthropology toward a “proper 

study of man.” A member, first of the Lower House and, later of the 

Reichstag, he led the liberal Progressive Party in Germany, in opposition 

to Bismarck. 

"Medicine is a social science, and politics is nothing but medicine on a 

large scale,” Virchow declared. What the good doctor was trying to tell us 

is that statesmen have the same responsibilitv to the welfare of humanity 

that medical science has, in its own sphere. 

That medicine is, indeed, a social science, is demonstrated every day in 

the office—not of the aloof, impersonal specialist, but of the general practi¬ 

tioner. May I add, parenthetically, that the more I have specialized in 

cardiovascular diseases over the past thirty years, the more I have felt myself 

becoming a general practitioner—so interdependent are the parts of the 

human being witli the whole person. 

That medicine, again, is a social science, is evidenced in the fact that, 

when his defenses are dowm, the average physician will admit that he prac¬ 

tices, largely, empirical medicine—based on what he has observed, often con¬ 

trary to what would be indicated by laboratory findings. 

As time goes on, I feel more and more chagrined at having, for years, 

taught graduating classes in medicine, as Head of the Department of Cardiol¬ 

ogy at Temple University Medical School, that certain electrocardiographic 

patterns were to be interpreted as unequivocal evidence of organic heart 

disease. Such a diagnosis would call for caution, physical rest, and curtail¬ 

ment of even normal activities, irrespective of the person’s physical capacity 

to work. 

In the past decade, after examining thousands of athletes and subjecting 

patients in our hospital to recreation activities, we learned what we should 

have known long ago: Abnormalities found on physical examination, X-ray, 

in clinical laboratory tests, electrocardiography, and through other precision 
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instruments—all of these must be interpreted in terms of the individual, 

particularly in relation to his capacity for performance. 

The reason for this earlier unawareness on the part of the majority of the 

profession was that our knowledge had been synthesized from studies in 

hospitals and physicians’ offices of individuals who were below par. Now, 

through the work of the American College of Sports Medicine and Federa¬ 

tion Internationale Medicine Sportive, we have a larger reservoir of athletes 

capable of superperformance, who are gladly submitting themselves to bat¬ 

teries of studies. 

When we see individuals with abnormal X-ray findings and so-called ab¬ 

normal electrocardiographic patterns, who can run 26.4 miles from Phila¬ 

delphia to Valley Forge on a cold day, in something over 3 hours, we stop 

to reflect on what we considered a “scientific” observation but yesterday. 

I believe the most honest characterization of good medical practice today 

and, for that matter, of the best approach of medical science itself, is one 

which the late Dr. Henry E. Sigerist—medical educator and historian extra¬ 

ordinary—applied to a section of his volume on medicine in ancient Egypt. 

Recording primitive methods used by the Egyptians many centuries ago, Dr. 

Sigerist titled the chapter: “Empirico-Rational Medicine.” 

The implication is clear—and for me, sound and true. If we reason honestly 

and compently from experience, we are utilizing the best of know-how for 

the benefit of those we seek to help, whether medically or educationally. 

By this token, true medicine is an art, stabilized by science. The particular 

degree or list of academic attainments are not the only criteria of purposeful 

competence in a given modality. 

Consider the men of varying backgrounds and callings who have made 

lasting contributions to the advancement of medicine. Many are nameless. 

They were the creators and developers of “folk” medicine, who knew herbs, 

or molds, or other therapeutic ways, without knowing the whys or where¬ 

fores, and from whom scientists inherited some of the wisdom we accept 

today. 

The list of non-MD’s whose persistent studies and investigations have pro¬ 

duced new concepts and instruments without which modern medicine might 

have been centuries behind, is legion. 

There was Roentgen, discoverer of X-ray, who was a physicist and me¬ 

chanical engineer. 

There was the clergyman, Joseph Priestly, who was the first ever to have 

prepared oxygen—back in 1774—by heating mercuric oxide. He paved the 

way for Lavoisier to demonstrate that oxygen combines with carbon in the 

living body to produce carbon dioxide. 

Another clergyman, the Rev. Stephen Hales, made the first quantitative 

investigation of the mechanics of circulation by determining the height to 

which blood rose in a vertical glass tube connected with arteries in animals. 

His manometer, to measure blood pressure, is the basis for those in use 

today. 

In the area of education and health, where recreation is coming to be 

recognized more and more as a vital modality in both preventive medicine 

and therapeutics, the non-MD—you, the recreator—have an historic role to 

play. 
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The competent recreator is in a uniquely important position to observe 

many tilings which the practicing physician never gets to see. Such observa¬ 

tions are very valuable and need to be called to tbe attention of tbe medical 

profession at large. The physician, the hospital, the private and public health 

agency all need the recreator as a key member in the multi-disciplined team. 

Without such a team, the “holistic”, “humanistic” approach described for 

you by Dr. Alexander Reid Martin, two years ago, and advanced constantly 

by your own Dr. Meyer, is impossible. 

The recreator in a hospital setting is in a strategic position to observe that 

a certain type of music tranquilizes the agitated, while music of another 

kind counteracts depression. He or she may note that on a night following 

a certain type of movie, fewer patients will require restraint; that dancing 

diminishes hostility; that a successfully played game produces more self- 

confidence than any drug as yet available on the market. It becomes the job 

of that recreator to record such observations and disseminate the information 

where it can be utilized to greatest therapeutic advantage. 

The time must come soon when the non-MD who is trained, by academics 

and, more especially, by experience, in fields vital to the realization of 

medicine’s own true aims, should be liberated from the fear of overstepping 

professional bounds. They are professionals. Aware of their limitations, the 

men and women skilled in the arts of recreation are capable of making 

clinical observation that are on a par with those produced by the best of 

physicians. 

There is an area of diagnostic acumen and treatment know-how which, 

under tbe supervision of medical authority, can make the recreation thera¬ 

pist an invaluable member of the broad team involving the cardiologist, the 

neuropsychiatrist, the surgeon, and other specialists. At the same time, the 

various specialists in medicine must learn from the recreator about the 

available modalities and their physiologic and therapeutic effects. Our 

knowledge in this field calls for a close and free exchange of experiences. 

May I now report to you on the application of a recreation therapy pro¬ 

gram under good leadership in one of our hospitals, as against another 

under our direction in which no recreation therapy was employed. Here 

are the facts which became apparent to us following examination of records 

from the Departments of Internal Medicine and Cardiovascular Disease at 

the Wolffe Clinic and Hospital, Philadelphia, and the Valley Forge Heart 

Hospital and Medical Center in Fairview Village, Pa. 

In the institution with the recreation program, unexpectedly rapid im¬ 

provement was seen among those patients in whom the overlay of tensions, 

anxieties, organ fixations, and repressions were prevalent. This observation 

convinced us that in many of these instances the somatic disease from which 

the patients were supposedly suffering accounted only in part for their 

symptoms. 

The lack of ability to perform daily tasks without undue fatigue was 

found to be tbe result of an overcautious attitude on the part of medical 

authorities toward needed physical exertion. 

A distinct relationship seemed to exist among our patients between the 

degree of functional disturbance and restriction of physical activities. 

Limited mobility of joints, muscular aches and pains, and a tendency to 
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hopelessness were outstanding symptoms which could not be accounted for 

by organic disease even when present. With the diminution of the individ¬ 

ual’s total fitness, a greater degree of anxiety and organ fixation became very 

apparent. This vicious cycle results from the lack of appreciation that activi¬ 

ties, recreational as well as others, are as essential as food and oxygen. Drugs 

to stimulate the appetite and improve nutritional states may be easier to 

administer but lack the natural properties of an “alterative”. (The latter, 

although an obsolete term, conveys the meaning of an agent able to re¬ 

establish healthy functions of the body.) We believe the “alterative” of choice 

to be recreation activities suited for the particular individual. 

DRUGS AND HOSPITAL CONFINEMENT 

MATERIALLY CURTAILED 

A survey of 1000 patients has shown that carefully selected recreation to 

suit the patient’s problem and personality resulted in reduction both in 

drug requirements as well as length of hospital stay, when compared to the 

control group in the institution without the program. 

In over 200 cases of organic cardiovascular disease, with anxieties attribut¬ 

able either to fear of their conditions or definite iatrogenic factors, (iatros— 

physician; genic—originates in) there was better than a 50% reduction in 

the need for drugs among those who received recreation therapy. In 

neurocirculatory asthenia (effort syndrome) there was a 35% reduction in 

the need for sedatives and tranquilizers. To a lesser, but very definite extent 

there was a reduction in the need for drug therapy in angina pectoris, 

coronary heart disease, fistular heart disease, and essential hypertension. 

This is particularly noteworthy in diseases where the need for rest has been 

universally emphasized in the past. 

In the management of cardiovascular diseases associated with diabetes 

mellitus the daily maintenance dose of Insulin was materially reduced. In 

milder cases Insulin was dispensed with and a normal blood sugar level 

maintained on diet alone. This is to be expected since muscle contractions 

lower blood sugar levels by greater utilization of carbohydrates. There is 

also ample scientific evidence that recreation physical activities stimulate 

the cortex of the adrenal gland, which is intimately associated with the 

protective mechanism against undue stress reactions, whether due to organic 

disease or emotional disturbance. 

On the other hand, in cases where tranquilizing drugs were indicated and 

patients indulged in mentally stimulating recreation activities, particularly 

close to bedtime, there was a tendency to a greater degree of restlessness. 

It, therefore, becomes obvious that recreation activities arrange them¬ 

selves along a spectrum, and must be carefully chosen. The effects of some 

forms of recreation are akin to the action of tranquilizers, while others 

have an amphetamine-like influence and stimulate the central nervous 

system. These observations suggest that there are definite indications and 

contra-indications for recreation activities, and only suitable forms of 

activity will do good, while others may in some instances aggravate the 

condition. 

We also found that the average hospital confinement was reduced by ap¬ 

proximately 15% in the institution where recreation therapy was an impor- 
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tant part of the management. Most of the patients have learned through 

such activities, both directly and indirectly, that they are not hopeless invalids 

and can return to normal life. Activity, therefore, must be chosen as care¬ 

fully as are potent medicinals. 

One cannot expect to obtain the best results by employing these therapeutic 

measures haphazardly. The patient must first be evaluated in consultation 

with the physician. It must be determined whether the condition calls for 

recreation along physical lines, or whether both physical and mental activi¬ 

ties are indicated. Occasionally, as in chronic congestive heart failure, recrea¬ 

tion along mental lines, with a low physical exertion demand is indicated. 

As soon as possible, however, physical activities should be encouraged. Co¬ 

operative planning by the physician, the recreator and the patient, or group 

of patients, is essential. The patient must be made aware that this is an 

important form of therapy and not entertainment. 

HOSPITAL SHOULD OFFER AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY 

FOR RETRAINING AND REORIENTATION. 

If properly reoriented the patients quickly realize that their mode of life 

was at least in part responsible for the breakdown which brought them to 

the hospital. Pills and injected medicinals are rarely the total answer. It is 

true that in diseases like malaria, quinine alone will suffice; specific anti¬ 

biotics will conquer luetic infections, subacute bacterial endocarditis, etc. 

Whenever indicated, these specifics are vital for the restoration of health. 

Few specifics are as yet available for the chronically ill. For these patients a 

polyphasic therapeutic program, of which recreation activities are an im¬ 

portant part, is needed. 

The recreation therapist utilizes this modality not only for so-called recrea¬ 

tion unto itself, which is important, but as a vehicle for retraining and 

reorientation. The efficient recreator instills in the patient’s mind the posi¬ 

tive virtues of keeping every part of the human body at the highest function¬ 

ing level possible. Use of every part of the body is of paramount importance 

to retain well being. Courage, cooperation, optimism, and self-reliance are 

the beneficial products of performance..arid a sense of achievement. No 

other modality in the hospital setting offers this natural and palatable form 

of therapy. This is based on the principles suggested by Sechenov, Pavlov 

and their school of physiologists. 

In the management of cardiovascular diseases we noted that emphasis on 

play rather than display was advantageous. Competitive stress, which so 

often is a factor in disease, should be consciously minimized and the necessity 

of proving one’s superiority de-emphasized. Group activities which call for 

cooperation, the joy of working with others, laughter and physical move¬ 

ments (slides) are most important tonics. They improve metabolism, pre¬ 

vent so-called degenerative diseases which are a form of “rusting”, and 

retard aging by stimulating body metabolism and particularly cardio¬ 

pulmonary function. Sportsmanship and all its connotations should be 

stressed in the program and the patient, while in the hospital, must be 

taught the type of recreation activities which are applicable after returning 

to home surroundings. 

In patients with heart disease we found harmful effects from prolonged. 
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enforced rest. People who have some abnormality of the heart and/or blood 

vessels often remain apprehensive. They labor under a misconception that 

physical activity—even within their limited capacity—is harmful. They 

erroneously think of the heart in terms of a pocket battery. Usage, they 

believe, exhausts its power. This is far from the truth. Proper use of body 

organs is its main revitalizer; excessive rest causes deterioration. Every 

institution which undertakes the responsibility of caring for cardiovascular 

patients should have a department of recreation, headed by an expert with 

a broad knowledge of the subject. 

PREREQUISITES FOR A DEPARTMENT OF 

RECREATION THERAPY 

1. Outdoor recreation activities are preferred if the hospital’s physical set¬ 

up is suitable. Even in crowded city quarters a splendid job can be done. 

An air-conditioned, clean, indoor, recreation room can be superior to 

a dusty, windy, and noisy outdoors. 

2. Personnel must become thoroughly familiar with each patient’s func¬ 

tional capacity. The recreation therapist must understand the diagnosis 

and prognosis in every case in order to be able to recognize the symp¬ 

toms of progression and retrogression of the malady. 

3. Graded walks are of great value. 

4. Space for playing medicine ball, croquet, quoits, horseshoe, dancing, and 

other well known outdoor activities should be provided. 

5. Indoor facilities should be available for inclement weather and for 

those patients not well enough to partake in outdoor activities. Since 

indoor activities must be provided at least one-third of the year because 

of climatic conditions, the facilities must be adequate. 

6. Proper time allotment for recreation should be made in the hospital 

schedule. 

7. Nursing, medical and technical staffs from other departments should 

come to understand that the recreation department is as important to 

the individual in need of it, as any other therapeutic procedure. 

8. Periodic re-evaluation of the patient’s clinical progress is essential and 

should be done jointly by the medical and recreation staff. 

9. If the patient fails to show improvement, a re-evaluation of the methods 

employed is imperative. This should be done in the same manner as 

review of drug therapy in patients who fail to show the expected 

progress. 

10. The head of such a department should be a member of the major staff 

and report the patient’s progress at regular staff conferences. 

REMUNERATION FOR RECREATION SERVICES 

It is quite apparent that it will take time until everybody concerned comes 

to realize that recreation activities are an effective form of therapeutics and 

prophylaxis. Many patients do not yet understand the medical value of 

properly supervised recreation activities. Needless to say, a patient with this 

type of attitude is not willing to pay for such services. 

The various hospital insurance plans such as Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
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are also unaware ol the fact that an effective recreation program is not only 

humane but also economically sound. It diminishes the number of days 

spent in a hospital, reduces the need for expensive drugs, and prevents fre¬ 

quent re-hospitalization. The moneys thus saved would not only cover the 

expense of an outstanding recreation department, but would also mean a 

saving in manpower. In addition, an important facet would be added to 

preventive medicine, and invalidism would be reduced. 

If moneys were available to compensate adequately for recreation therapy, 

all hospitals would be able to provide their patients with this needed ad¬ 

vantage. Recreation personnel would be afforded the recognition they de¬ 

serve, and this, in turn, would assure growth of the profession both 

numerically and scientifically. 

Recreation, properly employed as an auxilliary therapeutic measure, will 

yet prove to be equally as important as any of the so-called “miracle" drugs. 

More importantly, “re-created” patients helped by a skilled team of 

therapists who respect and care for each of them as a complete person, will 

svmbolize the interrelated values of recreation, medicine and the humanities. 

Pathological Play 

Paul Haun, M.D. 

Director of Psychiatric Education, State of New Jersey 

Those who conduct recreation programs for psychiatric patients have no 

easy task. Paradoxically their most troublesome difficulty may stem less from 

the job itself than from the attitudes, explicit and covert, of other staff 

members—from the fact that hospital recreation workers do not as yet have a 

clear-cut and universally recognized professional role. 

What constitutes medical clearance for recreational activity? Should patient 

participation be forced? Can recreation be prescribed? What distinguishes 

the contribution of the professional worker from that of the untrained volun¬ 

teer? What relationship does education have to recreation? Are solitary hob¬ 

bies for individual patients admissable? What are the criteria of successful 

programming? These, along with a regrettably lengthy catalogue of similar 

questions, continue to be lively issues in far too many mental hospitals today, 

diverting thought and effort from the many intrinsic problems which cry out 

for all the energy and skill at the worker’s command. 

Dr. B. E. Phillips has called attention to one of these. He points out that 

a much neglected area of concern to all recreation workers, and a matter of 

central importance to those dealing with the psychiatric patient is assuredly 

the recognition and dynamic understanding of pathological play. Answering 

his challenge is no easy undertaking. Perhaps it can be approached most 

directly by defining Jiormal play as involvement in a game having established 

rules which do not derive their validity from the world of reality. 

By involvement one means to include active participation as well as emo¬ 

tionally absorbed observation, while the word game must be understood in 

its every application and forced to encompass all phenomena which can be 
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viewed as play. Rules may be simple or complex, explicit or tacit, improvised 

or consecrated by tradition; but rules there must be, and always of that 

peculiar make-believe quality which is, I suppose, the very essence of the 

concept of play. 

In the world of reality it is cpiite clear that a diamond, mined in the 

Kimberley fields, has greater value than a spade with which we cultivate our 

tomato plants. Yet in contract bridge a spade bid ranks higher than one in 

diamonds. No one would presumably maintain that there is any essential 

merit in touching the ground with an inflated leather ovoid which has been 

carried a distance of exactly 300 feet, yet under a set of fantastically elab¬ 

orate circumstances this realistically foolish act gives a football team the 

much prized score of six points. In the theatre, a performance is effective to 

the precise degree that the audience is cajoled into accepting the rules of 

make-believe. This painted canvass is truly Elsinore. Behind this arras Polo- 

nius dies in genuine agony on Hamlet’s fateful sword. One cancelled postage 

stamp has the real value of a tiny fragment of colored wrapping paper, yet 

philatelists who seriously play the game of stamp collecting willingly pay 

thousands of dollars to make it their property. Hopscotch, tag, and follow- 

the-leader are play with rules which must be followed, but which have no gen¬ 

eral force in the real world. If we would play the clarinet or the piano with 

competence, we must master an exquisitely precise body of rules governing the 

execution of a great number of tiny muscular movements which certainly 

do not have to be learned in order to sign our names or eat our meals. 

By asserting that a few key words have just those meanings which suit our 

purposes, and by straining logic a little here and there, we can, I believe, 

manage to encompass normal play of whatever nature within our definition: 

“involvement in a game having established rules which do not dervie their 

validity from the world of reality.” With this as an operational statement, 

pathological play can now be globally seen as a deviation from one or more 

of the structures of our definition. 

If my interest is in no way captured or my emotions stirred, either as an 

observer or as a participant, I am not involved. The game has no meaning 

for me. I am not playing. If my capacity for involvement is limited to 

mountain climbing, motor-cycle racing and cribbage and I am able to vibrate 

like a taut violin string at each meeting of the Model Railroaders’ Club, 

shout the Giants home to victory over the Red Sox and weep at the beauty 

of a Brahm’s concerto, my recreational blind spots are not necessarily patho¬ 

logical. Here a broad judgment having to do with quantity and quality must 

be made in quite the same fashion as any diagnostic evaluation dealing with 

health and sickness. How does my recreational capacity compare with that 

of my peers? At some point on a statistically valid curve, incapacity for 

involvement must be taken as evidence of pathology; just as convictions about 

poison gas will under certain circumstances confirm a diagnosis of mental 

illness. 

On the other hand we readily find examples of over involvement in which 

the take-it-or-leave-it quality of play is sacrificed. Instead of the laughter, the 

fun and the relaxed glow which should come, win or lose, at the end of a 

rousing tussle, we find undischarged tension and perhaps a measure of ani¬ 

mosity. When my need to win becomes overpowering, I find it easy to cheat. 
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I forget my extra putting stroke on the 7th hole. 1 fudge the ace in my game 

of solitaire, 1 jump on the quarterback’s ankle when the referee is looking 

another way. Involvement must not, of course, become lackadaiscial or play 

loses its vital capacity to take the player out of himself. Proper keenness does, 

however, stop short of the real spirit of do-or-die which can have its true 

roots only in reality. 

We see a recognition of this problem in college athletics with the with¬ 

drawal of more and more schools from the jungle battles of Conference 

competition. When the extraneous factors of economics and disguised pro¬ 

fessionalism are removed, collegiate sports easily return to more appropriate 

principles. The removal of analogous contaminants from play having quite 

different characteristics may be counted upon to restore the balance when 

the situation is not otherwise complicated. 

Cheating is the common cold of recreation, a distressing symptom indeed 

but fortunately one which is rarely lethal to play itself, since none of the 

essential qualities of the game are really ignored. They have, it is true, gotten 

badly out of balance, but the situation remains far from hopeless. 

Pathological play can be examined from another perspective than that of 

involvement. In our definition we asserted that rules must not derive their 

validity from the world of reality. In a literal sense the football referee does 

consult the same handbook in a Rose Bowl game as in a scramble between 

two pick-up teams at a divinity school, yet there can be no doubt that for 

the Pasadena contestants the game is brilliantly colored by considerations of 

social prestige, success, professional recognition and financial reward. These 

are real values in our society. They have nothing to do with fun or with 

make-believe. Losing the ball on downs can be just as serious, and in much 

the same terms, as losing the commission on a sale. As with disturbances in 

involvement, this smuggling of extraneous reality into play can tilt it toward 

pathology. 

When reality of a different and altogether personal variety is smuggled in. 

there remains no doubt of pathology. Suppose my involvement is all pre¬ 

tense and masquerade. Success, prestige, recognition are empty catchwords. 

I have a quarrel with mankind, a bitter and cantankerous hatred that strikes 

out at anyone who comes my way. I am a bully who has found in play a 

sovereign field for my aggresion. If my enmity takes a sufficient sadistic 

turn, what more convenient opportunity have T than to knee my opponent 

or gouge his eye in a contact sport? I discover the sly underwater kick, the 

delicate use of sarcasm when I have trapped my partner into a stupid play 

at cards, the painful effectiveness of a stinging comment when an innocent 

hobbyist shows me his prized creation. This is an altogether different thing 

than the momentary temper outburst in rough and tumble play, the petulant 

remark when carefully planned strategy goes astray. It is consistent, surrep¬ 

titious, and perverse, draining play of every value and explaining its formal 

shell for deviant personal ends. 

Alternatively, my hate may be directed toward myself and for reasons 

which may come to light only with skilled psychiatric study, I may try desper¬ 

ately not to win. Defeat, failure, ineptness, even physical injury may be my 

real goals. In a twisted and pathological way I see them as deserved punish¬ 

ment for my crimes of fact or fancy; as symbolic expiation; and a kind of 
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salve which I must apply again and again to the festering ucler of my guilt. 

I am the wall flower who hangs back because chance might throw the trophy 

in my lap. I might win by accident. I am the butt of every joke, the con¬ 

sistent duffer in all I undertake. When I am discovered by my sadistic neigh¬ 

bor we make a sorry pair indeed, since I invite the very degradation he is 

all too eager to impose. 

Play can be distorted in yet another way. Reality whether it be external 

or within myself may be intolerable. I try by every possible means to blot it 

out. Somehow I discover that if I hold tight enough to make-believe, things 

become a little easier. I must keep my mind focused to a kind of diamond 

point and never for an instant forget the rules of the little game I play. 

If by this compulsive absorption I am able to cram every second of awareness 

with the harmless ritual of the game, I may be able to hold off the nightmare 

of reality. Counting, washing and undoing manias are extreme examples of 

this process. Familiar as psychiatric syndromes, they yet are games from which 

the helpless victims dare not escape. 

Some games pretend to be play, but in fact exist only to serve purposes 

borrowed from reality. Roulette is essentially a gambling device, not a game. 

Horse racing for most of its patrons is nothing more. Their goals are mone¬ 

tary gain and the peculiar kind of excitement which some observers consider 

a natural pleasure of the adventurous spirit, while others have no hesitancy 

in labelling it as displaced and aberrant sexual gratification. In any event, 

such activities have nothing to do with play. 

An exceedingly small number of games are pathological in themselves, the 

most notorious example being that of Russian Roulette played by spinning 

the cylinder of a revolver containing a single round of live ammunition, 

placing the muzzle of the gun at one’s’ temple and pulling the trigger. An¬ 

other example is the game of “Chicken” in which two contestants drive their 

automobiles toward each other at the highest possible speed on the same 

highway lane. The first to weaken and swerve out of the path of certain 

destruction is said to lose in this singular display of immaturity and is accord¬ 

ingly labelled “Chicken.” 

Other games occupy a kind of twilight zone, slipping back and forth be¬ 

tween pathology and hair-raising adventure, depending on the personality 

and needs of the player. Speedboat and automobile racing, a peculiarly reck¬ 

less kind of mountain climbing practiced in Germany during the early years 

of the Third Reich, bull fighting and certain types of fencing with unpro¬ 

tected weapons are examples. These are atavistic forms, probably little dif¬ 

ferent, except in their incidental paraphernalia, from the play of Stone Age 

man. Each affords almost completely unsublimatecl release for primitive in¬ 

stinctual forces. 

The enthusiasm with which they are followed by some, whether partici¬ 

pants or observers, and the emotional heat with which they are condemned 

by others leave no doubt of their continuing fascination for modern man 

or of the viability of his instinctual apparatus. Such games are easily pushed 

over a thin dividing line to become as intrinsically pathological as Russian 

Roulette or “Chicken.”’ Even when remaining within the area of high adven¬ 

ture. they represent examples of play which lend themselves with exceptional 
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ease to sadistic, masochistic and compulsive distortion by tire participant, 

and so afford common examples of pathological play. 

Regressive play is a specialized example of deviant activity which in itself 

may not be pathological for any of the reasons we have described thus far, 

but which may be indicative of serious illness in the player. The game con¬ 

forms in all respects with our definition and would not strike us as queer 

in any way if the player and his involvement were appropriate. We see 

nothing odd when children make mud pies, but when a university graduate 

plays at such a game with the serious and uncomplicated absorption of a 

five-year-old, we have good reason to be concerned about his mental health. 

In true regressive play not only is the player inappropriate to the game, 

hut his involvement must be out of phase with his level of maturity. Jack 

Straws became a fad in English colleges a year or two ago. Played with the 

greatest absorption by intelligent young men at an age when the naive 

attraction of the game was no longer present, it raised no question as to the 

players’ mental health, since it was in fact a sort of practical joke, an ironic 

comment on adult value systems and a protest against pedantry. A few con¬ 

temporary mathematicians are reported to have made subtle discoveries in 

their field by playing with cat cradles, another instance in which a game 

which at first blush strikes us as regressive was played for highly sophisticated 

reasons. When an individual returns to the games, the play patterns and the 

involvement of a far simpler developmental period and at the same time 

loses his interest in more highly developed games, his understanding of their 

rules and his facility in performance, we are dealing with regressive play. 

The causative factor is commonly brain damage, although functional dis¬ 

turbances of the psychic apparatus may also be etiologic. 

Another aberrant play form is the bizarre, self-created game which as in 

the case of true regressive play speaks strongly for the illness of the player. 

I ran across a typical example of bizarre play some years ago on the wards 

of a mental hospital. The patient was a French national whose knowledge 

of English was rudimentary. His reported behavior in the community and 

what insight we were able to obtain into his mental processes convinced us 

that he was mentally ill and quite probably psychotic. He had brought with 

him on admission a great roll of brown wrapping paper and in subsequent, 

weeks was rarely to be found without it in his possession. He also kept in 

constant readiness a half-dozen carefully sharpened pencils. It was his prac¬ 

tice when opportunity presented itself to write on the paper with one of 

his needle-pointed pencils an endless succession of tiny numerals. He per¬ 

formed no arithmetic calculations, never wrote words, and did not refer back 

to the entries he had already made except to occasionally give them a 

pleased and admiring glance. He wrote his numbers carefully and rapidly in 

what appeared to be an altogether random sequence, one interminable line 

after another, gradually moving down his great sheet of paper. He willingly 

interrupted his activity for interviews, meals or patient activities, quiet in 

the same fashion as one might set aside any minor pastime. He showed us 

his work without hesitation, revealed no delusional ideas as to its magical 

effect upon others or himself, and evidenced no preoccupations with the 

symbolic meaning of the numerals themselves. When we asked him why he 

busied himself in this fashion and pressed him for the meaning of his activity, 
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he would smile patiently, shrug his shoulders and reply in exquisite French 

that it amused him. This was the simple conclusion to which we were 

finally, although unwillingly, drawn. This we eventually decided was all 

there was to it. He was playing at a singular game of his own invention 

which diverted and amused him, put some content in his idleness and 

speeded the passing hour. 

It is entirely conceivable that somewhere on earth, in some exotic culture, 

large numbers of people amuse themselves with this game. Nevertheless, it 

falls into no familiar pattern of play in our own society, and so may be prop¬ 

erly classified as bizarre. 

In quite different context it is advisable I think to clarify as sharply as 

we can the distinction between work and play so that the nature of pathology 

whenever it occurs can be kept in perspective. The distinction is not to be 

found in the activity itself, but appears through the introduction of reality 

into what coidd otherwise be authentic play. Work is done when values and 

goals from the world of reality are substituted for those appropriate to make- 

believe. Some examples should make this clear. 

Fly fishing is undoubtedly play, a game with not a few intrinsic rules of 

its own. Its most basic goal is to catch fish, for the sportsman who invariably 

returns with an empty creel almost certainly will abandon the game in time. 

The New England trawler out for cod is manned by individuals whose goal 

is also that of catching fish, and who also conduct their activity according to 

rules. In this instance, however, the rules are technical procedures carefully 

adjusted to the realities of the situation and are derived from the analysis 

of long practical experience. The basic goal is economic, the maximum catch 

of marketable fish with the smallest expenditure of effort. The sportsman 

plays, the professional works, although both are fishing. 

The dealer in stamps has exactly the same knowledge regarding water¬ 

marks and perforations as the collector, hunts for perfect specimens with equal 

avidity, and arranges his wares with the same meticulous care. In one sense 

both play the same game and abide by identical rules, yet for the dealer 

philately is a means of livelihood and his stamps of importance only as items 

of trade. His activity is altogether within the system of values and goals 

meaningful in the real world while that of the collector remains in the 

province of authentic play. 

The distinction between work and play is further signalized in the care 

with which the status of the amateur and professional athlete is defined. For 

the professional quarterback the identical values which we classified as con¬ 

taminants in some college football are for him binding and entirely appro¬ 

priate. He is in the game for financial reward, for the advancement of his 

prestige, for the status which results from winning. Football happens to be 

his work. When it changes into work for the college player, it loses its iden¬ 

tity as play. 

Hobbies of almost any description, a wide variety of sports and some of 

the most improbable games may be professionalized and thus shifted into the 

area of work. In fact, only the simplest forms of play, the most rudimentary 

games fail to lend themselves to metamorphosis of this kind. Activities which 

we automatically classify as work show an equal readiness for conversion 

into forms of play. The management of a department store and the practice 
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ot medicine are not casual undertaking in the world of reality, yet how 

many children have played elaborate games of keeping store; how many 

toddlers have been make-believe doctors! 

Another somewhat peripheral issue warrants passing mention. Some activi¬ 

ties which we commonly describe as play do not so qualify on more careful 

scrutiny, nor do they fall into the area of work. Gambling has already been 

cited as one example. We would find ourselves hard pressed to develop a 

useful definition of play which would include the random motor activity of 

the infant, yet we frequently speak of this as play. Much of the activity 

observed in later childhood, although often classified as play is probably 

more accurately understood as simple instinctual release and motor dis¬ 

charge. The exuberant and aimless skipping, running, shouting and hopping 

of the young are not games, even in the simplest sense, are quite innocent 

of rules, and contain no element of make-believe. 

In later life we see their probable equivalents in horseplay, in simple prac¬ 

tical joking, and in the rowdy and unorganized buffeting and pushing famil¬ 

iar on the playing field and in the locker room. 

Initiation ceremonies and the rituals of hazing would, however, seem to 

be genuine examples of play although their content may be almost indis¬ 

tinguishable from horse-play. Rules, often of great complexity, are common, 

the players are specifically identified and there is as much systematic make- 

believe as in any game. When brutality is smuggled in, as occasionally 

occurs, the activity falls clearly into the category of sadistic play. 

In summary, pathological play may result from a disturbance in participa¬ 

tion with a significant failure on the player’s part to become involved. 

Alternatively, there may be disruption of essential patterns appropriate to 

the game by reason of his excessive identification. Diverse pathological results 

also occur through the introduction into the game of varying kinds of reality. 

Sadistic, masochistic and compulsive play are the most notable examples, 

while improperly professionalized play, as in the case of commercialized 

athletics, is probably the most common. Regressive play is characterized by 

a jarring incompatability between the game, the player and the motive for 

his involvement; while bizarre play involves the self-creation of an intrinsi¬ 

cally peculiar game lacking attraction for anyone but the player. 

A few games such as Russian Roulette and “Chicken” are pathological in 

themselves, while those which afford what is essentially an unsublimated 

instinctual release such as automobile racing or fencing with naked weapons 

lend themselves with somewhat greater readiness to perversion than do more 

sophisticated forms of play. 

Certain activities commonly described as play are more accurately classi¬ 

fied in other terms, as in the case of the aimless motor activity of childhood, 

gambling and the horse-play of the adult. Finally, it appears that the intro¬ 

duction of professionalism or the incorporation of economic goals converts 

play into work: while the converse may occur with essentially all activities 

at which individuals customarily earn their livelihood. 

I know of no study contrasting the prevalence of pathological play in the 

community at large with that in the mental institution. Whatever these 

facts may be, they are of less moment than the recognition of aberrant 

play in the latter setting. Any of the types described may be encountered 
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iii the mental hospital, although naturally the specific examples which were 

cited will not be exactly duplicated. Disturbances in participation, with too 

much or too little involvement will probably be most frequent, with regres¬ 

sive play running a close second. I would expect compulsive and masochistic 

play to be relatively common, but bizarre and sadistic forms to be com¬ 

paratively infrequent. Sadistic play is the special province of a particular 

kind of psychopath not too widely found in the psychiatric hospital, while 

bizarre play demands an unusual combination of peculiar qualities in the 

rare individual player. 

A great store of understanding and tact is essential in dealing with 

pathological play, and much skill and patience are required in all attempts 

to redirect it into normal patterns. There are, of course, occasions when any 

correction effort is contraindicated. In many instances of regressive play 

even the gentlest pressure is harmful to a patient already operating at the 

highest level possible within the scope of his reduced capacities. 

The most damaging mistake that can be made is the introduction of a 

moralistic attitude—the open or implied condemnation of aberrant play as 

bad, sinful or wrong. Our mission in the healing professions is always to 

help our patients in whatever way we can; it is never to weigh them on the 

scales of moral judgment. 

Comments on Paper "Pathological Play" 
by Dr. Haun 

George Barnard, M.D. 

Chief Resident, Department of Psychiatry, Memorial Hospital, Chapel Hill 

I 

I found Dr. Haun’s paper to be a very thought-provoking, challenging 

piece of work and not something one could approach lightly in a mood of 

play. You will notice from the choice of wording I have tried to reflect the 

mood of Dr. Haun’s definition of play—“involvement in a game having 

rules which do not derive their validity from the world of reality”—that is, 

play involves the world of make-believe and fantasy—whereas work involves 

reality. 

In approaching a discussion of Dr. Haun’s paper I wotdd like to refresh 

your memories about some of the basic psychoanalytic concepts of the 

instinctual forces. We all have two primary instinctual drives which have 

their roots in our biological heritage—one a constructive, erotic or love 

drive which makes 11s want to be helpful and creative rather than mean and 

destructive. The second drive is the aggressive drive. This is the one which 

gives us the force to defend ourselves but is also the one which is in play 

when we act in anger or hatred. When this aggressive energy is coordinated 

and blended with the forces of the love drive, it is as if a wild stallion 

has been bridled—now the aggressive forces can be used to obtain challenging 

worthwhile goals. In thinking of these drives we have to also remember 
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that the greatest part of our personality is unconscious and we are but 

little aware of many of the reasons for our behavior. 

How does all this apply to play? To begin with. Dr. Haun has pointed 

out that in play we can be either underinvolved or overinvolved. If under¬ 

involved, not allowing ourselves to pretend or make believe we are not 

playing. On the other hand if we are overinvolved we may have a tendency 

to cheat or be sadistic. I see this as the person who is reacting in fantasy AS 

IF in this aggressive release of energy he will either kill or be killed there¬ 

fore at till times he must react and probably largely on an unconscious level 

as though if he does not win or hurt he will be destroyed. 

Later Dr. Haun brings out that the persons may use the play as an escape 

from a painful reality. Again he is living the AS IF situation to avoid ex¬ 

periencing reality or as a maneuver of defensive reaction to keep out aware¬ 

ness thoughts or feelings which are intolerable to him. 

Later in his paper Dr. Haun remarks that certain activities such as speed¬ 

boat racing or auto racing are in the twilight zone of pathology, that these 

activities afford almost complete unsublimated release of primitive instinct¬ 

ual forces. As I see it these are heavily weighted as aggressive instinctual 

forces without much blending with the erotic or constructive forces. This 

poses a question however—some of our present day dances—resemble primi¬ 

tive-little veiled—almost unsublimated release of the instinctual erotic, 

sexual drives, yet few would call these pathological play. What is the primary 

difference? Is it because one is a release of aggressive energy and the other 

erotic energy, or is it something else? 

Regressive play is seen as activity in which the play and player appear 

inappropriate and the illustration is given of an adult playing with mud pies, 

yet the mud used may be the mud in ceramics or finger painting and both 

allow discharge of instinctual strivings which the individual unconsciously 

is struggling with and this may be his only means of expressing them. I 

would like to pose the question—should not all play allow some degree of 

regression and thereby permit the discharge of primitive drives we are other¬ 

wise not permitted to release? Some individuals are so bound up, so tightly 

in control they cannot allow any self regression and it is these pople who 

cannot relax and play. Nature has daily built in regression in that in sleep 

we all regress and have primary process thinking come through in less dis¬ 

guised fashion. Also in mature sexual relations—pregenital strivings and 

expressions are not seen as pathological as long as the primary goal is that 

of genital intercourse. 

Returning to the discussion of work and play, I had the feeling perhaps 

that these two modalities were seen too much in an either-or situation than 

I feel they can be. One is seen in terms of make-believe and fantasy, whereas 

the other is seen in terms of reality but I would wonder if these two can 

ever be separated other than by artificial arbitrary boundaries. If a pro¬ 

fessional dancer during the process of dancing is greatly absorbed in fantasy 

and the world of make-believe—is this work, play—or both? 

In closing I would like to reiterate with Dr. Haun that much caution must 

be exercised in judging and labeling play as deviation from normal. 
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Comment on Paper "Pathological Play" 

by Dr. Haun 

Donald D. Weir, M.D. 

Rehabilitation Coordinator, U.N.C. School of Medicine 

II 

My comments will relate more to some of the differences observed be¬ 

tween hospitalized patients in a general hospital, in contrast to a psychiatric 

hospital. Patient with major physical disabilities are concerned with the 

problems of survival and with restoration to the best possible level of health. 

Aberrations in behavior patterns of various sorts are, of course, frequent and 

variable. Presumably departures of play activities from defined normality 

into the pathological are frequent. However, any observed abnormalities 

need to be broadly evaluated before any diagnostic conclusions could be 

derived about the departures from normal. The disturbances may be tem¬ 

porarily serious in terms of patients’ emotional reactions but the solutions 

to the problems may be more in helping the patient with the physical 

abnormalities involved and less in dealing directly with the emotional prob¬ 

lems and behavior disturbances. Recreational activities for such patients 

may be valuable in an adjunctive way but if recreational activities are 

temporarily pathological, this would not necessarily call for corrective 

measures. Rather the recreational efforts would serve to help patient during 

the temporary period while his physical disabilities are cared for. Presum¬ 

ably if the patient were relatively normal prior to his illness, his emotional 

equilibrium would tend to be restored as his physical ailment were corrected 

or compensated for. Observed behavioral aberrations, including recreational 

ones, would revert toward normal without a major therapeutic effort on a 

psychological level. 

In rehabilitation we are frequently concerned with motivation in the 

sense of a patient’s desire to help himself. This must come from the patient 

but at times can be kindled in part by tiie efforts of those working with the 

patient. No single formula works consistently but occasionally the right 

stimulus will come from a recreational effort. This would be an empirical 

effort, which occasionally succeeds but many times fails. We would not be 

greatly concerned as to whether the recreation involved was normal or 

pathological but only if there seemed to provide the necessary spark to 

ignite motivation so the patient could begin to move in the efforts to help 

himself. 

Interpretation of observed behavior including recreational behavior needs 

always to take into account the great differences that social, educational, and 

cultural factors play in determining what is normal. In the hospital setting 

many differences are apparent among private patients versus staff patients 

and from one category of staff patients to another. What may seem peculiar 

or pathological to the observer may be perfectly normal for this patient 

when cultural differences are considered. 

Finally I would like to re-emphasize the great care necessary in making 

any value judgment or interpretations on the basis of any set of limited 
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observations of behavior. One might legitimately recognize a particular 

kind of play as pathological but further interpretation of the observations 

might not be valid. 

I would like to congratulate Dr. Haun on his most stimulating and chal¬ 

lenging paper. To get at the full depths of the ideas requires several read¬ 

ings and much careful reflection. I thought it very excellent. 

Recreation Responsibilities 

In the Health of the Nation 

J. W. R. Norton, M.D. 

Director Deportment of Public Health, State of North Carolina 

This afternoon I felt very much at home when you were talking about re¬ 

cruitment and professional status and salaries and shortages. We, in public 

health, are having the same kind of problems, so I can certainly understand 

some of the things that you are going through and I am completely for 

your going ahead and getting appropriate professional recognition. 

We have been most fortunate in North Carolina in our recreation pro¬ 

gram. We have had outstanding leaders in it. We have had a very fine 

program here. Our hospital recreation program deserves our full support. 

As I am sure you will agree, we need to develop also recreation programs 

in our nursing homes. Just the 17th of last month, the State Board of 

Health had transferred to it the responsibility of licensing nursing homes. 

I am sure that just as we have been doing in our small hospitals for 

radiologists and pathologists, two or more hospitals or nursing homes can 

together employ one recreator. In public health in North Carolina in order 

to serve the rural people as well as the urban population from a public health 

standpoint, we have for 49 of the 100 counties joined two or more counties 

to make 18 health districts. We have found that in doing this we could 

have a better poptdation base, and tax base, and that we could employ 

better qualified people. This may help. 

The big difference between the hospital recreation program and the 

community program, of course, is that practically all of it, except when one is 

working with the staff, is dealing with people who are sick or who have been 

injured. 1 was interested this afternoon to hear the discussion by Dr. Ball 

on out-patient recreation service. This, I felt, is very desirable, and it was 

helpful to hear about how it could be done. 

When we think about leisure we realize that it is important, from the 

standpoint of the pattern of our culture, as a basic force for a richer, more 

abundant living. We cannot have a rich abundant life if we are not healthy, 

if we do not have at least reasonable muscle tone instead of being flabby 

and soft, unless we get reasonably good nutrition, unless we balance our 

activity and our rest and sleep, and avoid excesses. We, in public health, are 

recognizing that one of the current problems is the so-called “epidemiology 

of plenty.” We have labor-saving devices in the homes and in the offices. We 

ride to work, even if it is just a few blocks. We do not exercise, and we 

do not keep our muscle tone up as we should, and we get soft and flabby. 
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We may read of someone who got out and took some exercise and then 

had a heart attack. The trouble is that he should have been taking exercise 

all along and should not have gotten soft and flabby, and then he might 

have been spared the heart attack. I think the greatest advance, even greater 

than heart surgery, that has developed in the last few years, has been the 

encouragement of reasonable activity. When a person has a little heart 

murmur, sometimes it is not serious at all, and physical activity should be 

continued. President Eisenhower, you know, kept on playing golf. He uses 

one of those electric carts. But he still gets out and he gets fresh air and he 

gets exercise, and playing 18 or 36 holes on an electric cart is more than 

some of us get. It is important for us to keep going. Until a few years 

ago when you had an operation of any significance, and sometimes of 

relatively little significance, they would keep you flat on your back for 

several days. I have friends who had their gall bladder out in the morning 

and went to the bathroom that night. We are recognizing that one of the 

worst things that can happen to us even for a week or two weeks in the 

hospital is to omit activity. You can lie flat on your back for a week or ten 

days with nothing wrong with you and you would be surprised how weak 

you get. 

Our recreation programs have become recognized as a vitally necessary 

part of our lives, even when we are sick or injured. We recognize their 

importance in rehabilitation and convalescence, in getting adjusted to the 

home, to work and to the community. People are circulating all the time 

between their home and the hospital and back into the home and the 

community. They benefit from hospitals, where recreation is available, from 

much they would not have learned if they had not been in the hospital. One 

of the most important aspects of having a person go to a tuberculosis 

hospital has been to “learn the cure.’’ By cure, we felt they learned how 

to take care of themselves; how much activity and rest was good for them; 

they learned how not to spread the disease to the rest of the family. It is 

just as important to learn our individual recreation needs as getting some 

of the other things more closely associated in our minds with treatment such 

as taking medicine. I am sure recreation has done for a great many people 

more than so-called miracle drugs could have done. 

One of the things that we have to learn in medical school and that you 

have to learn in your work in hospitals is the current terminology. Even 

those of us who are doctors have a hard time keeping up with terminology 

that psychiatrists and dermatologists use. I have observed that when a 

person just starts learning about a subject he likes to use the biggest possible 

words. Later on, we break them down so most anybody can understand. 

It is of no use to try to understand a sophomore in medical school when he 

uses the biggest words of all confusing himself and everyone else. 

One in recreation work, just as a person who is a physician or nurse, 

should be what we sometimes refer to as an outgoing personality—one who 

is not pointing inward so much as being interested in the problems of 

individuals and groups with whom one works. We must understand and 

appreciate their interests, their wants, their needs and then we try to fit 

what we do to their needs. In thinking of an outgoing personality, I was 

reading today that psychiatrists say that it is not good for a man to keep 
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too much to himself. The Internal Revenue Service says the same thing! 

An advantage of a good recreation program in hospitals is that it has 

shortened the hospital stay in some cases approximately 15 per cent. It has 

reduced the need for certain expensive drugs anywhere from 35 to 50 per 

cent. It may prevent or postpone re-hospitalization. It reduces invalidism 

by cutting down on the likelihood of one’s getting soft and coming down 

with some concurrent infection. It reduces accidents by improving muscle 

tone and coordination. And, since recreation is an emotional outlet, I am 

sure it reduces some of the emotional problems such as those leading to 

alcoholism. It promotes the re adjustment, as I have mentioned before, back 

to home and to work so that one fits back into the community and it 

certainly promotes better sleep and better rest. 

Tranquilizers were known in our grandfathers’ day and the difference is 

that he called his tranquilizer work. We see people who brag that they never 

see a physician or dentist, that they never take a vacation, that they do not 

hunt and they do not fish, and they are too young to start playing golf. 

Those are people who feel they are doing wrong when they take a day off 

when actually it is just in reverse as all of us here know. We need to have 

a vacation, some changes in our environment, something that in doing, we 

can relax. For some it is music, for others it is reading, a walk in the woods, 

hunting, fishing, or golf—and dozens and dozens of other things. Certainly, 

our best recreation is the activity that fits us, that helps us to relax, that 

helps us forget the tension and the stresses. I do not subscribe to the idea 

that we are living under more tension than our grandfathers were. We are 

living under less tension and stress than our grandparents were unless we 

abuse our greatly increased opportunities for recreation. Do any of you see 

“Wagon Train” with the stresses and strains those pioneers had to go 

through? We do not go through that much stress in a whole year. We are 

kidding ourselves when we imagine we are living under any more strain 

or stress than our grandparents and our great-grandparents. We have more 

leisure but our problem is that we abuse our leisure. We have opportunities 

to enjoy recreation in many ways and to enrich our lives thereby. The 

trouble is we do not point our leisure in the right direction. Those of you 

in hospital recreation have a strategic opportunity to guide in that right 

direction at a time when many will recognize the good sense of it. 

If we use our leisure properly and in ways appropriate to each of us, we 

will have less of the feeling that we are under stresses and strains. We 

know that certain types of activity will depress or agitate one, particularly 

if it is taken at the wrong time. We know that certain other types of 

activity, appropriate in their time and place and for the individual, are 

relaxing, that they help an individual rest and to sleep when that individual 

needs to regain strength and creativity. 

An opportunity that people in hospital recreation have is one of em¬ 

phasizing that we should have on our regular history form for each individ¬ 

ual in the hospital a record of some of his interests in the recreation field. 

We now put down a history of the illness and that illness which occurred 

many years ago and may be completely unimportant. Then we pay no 

attention to what he had been doing from the standpoint of recreation, 

what appeals to him, what his needs are, what his wants are. It would be 
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useful to the physician to know the healthful activities of his patient as 

well as his previous illnesses and injuries. Progress reports on the patient’s 

recreation activities would sometimes be very helpful. Physicians in hospitals 

recognize that the nurses’ notes are unusually important to them, and they 

should be encouraged to observe and to make progress notes also from a 

standpoint of recreation. 

I have a statement, made by a physician, that 1 think is timely for all of 

us, whatever our work with other people: 

“In our haste to dissolve disease by science, one of the greatest possi¬ 

bilities for serious error is to overlook the fact that medicine is not 

all science. At times it appears that the emotions, which are much 

older and in some ways perhaps wiser than newer knowledge, are more 

powerful than reason. Men and women are the most complex and sensi¬ 

tive of structures, with emotions, appetites, ambitions, fears and hopes, 

loves, hates and passions, all of which disturb the body mightily. If 

anxiety can be called a disease, it is the most common of all. The great 

new advances in preventive psychiatry are not yet within the grasp of 

modern science. The most sensitive laboratories and scientific methods 

cannot measure these factors. They must be evaluated by an under¬ 

standing human being.” (E. Perry McCullagh, M.D. in G.P.) 

So whatever we do, being an understanding and appreciating human being 

is one of our most important responsibilities. 

Some who need the physical activity most usually cannot make the athletic 

teams and therefore get left out. Recreation is for the large group, and 

particularly those groups that would be left out in competitive athletics. We 

must keep in mind that physical fitness means ability to have reasonable 

physical activity, proper nutrition, needed medical and dental care, sufficient 

sleep and rest, avoidance of excesses, and that when we speak of total fitness, 

then we have to bring in mental, emotional and social competence and 

adjustment, as well as the physical. I am sure there are more people who 

have a hard time being a good supervisor or employer and working with 

other people because of poor personality adjustment than there are people 

who fail because of physical problems. One of our recurring problems is 

getting along with other people, being considerate of others—and our recrea¬ 

tion hours are our greatest help toward easier adjustment in this area. 

Some of our boys captured in Japan and later in China were brainwashed. 

It is important to know that some of them said they had heard so many 

bad things about their country that by the time these people had brainwashed 

them, they began to wonder whether we were so good over here and whether 

it was a country worth living and fighting and perhaps dying for. And the 

point, I think, is that when we do criticize and when we emphasize the 

shortcomings and the faults of our people and our country, certainly we 

need to remember some of the good things, some of the things that we have 

reason to be proud of from a standpoint of our forefathers, some of the 

things that they worked hard for, some of the things that we take as a 

matter of course in our soft living today. When we have reasonable recrea¬ 

tion, that helps the individual to have the pleasure of individual accom¬ 

plishment. I think that it makes one have a feeling of responsibility, and 

that’s something that has to grow up with an individual. When we look 
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around for someone to blame for juvenile delinquency, we blame the 

parents, the teachers, the community. VVe need more and more to emphasize 

individual responsibility beginning at a very young age, and that when one 

individual does a wrong that individual should be willing to take the con¬ 

sequences and not put the blame elsewhere. It is no excuse that “everybody 

else was doing it”, and we should instead encourage thinking for one’s self, 

making one’s own decisions, and then accepting responsibility for one’s 

acts. We have observed in some that since everybody else was to blame for 

what they did as a child, then as they grow older, they not only expect the 

community to be blamed tor something they did that they should not have 

done but also to support them if they have any problems at all and particu¬ 

larly if there are any old people in the family. Instead of taking care of our 

elderly as we used to do and feel, that it was a wonderful thing for a child 

to know his grandparents, today fewer and fewer children are having the 

opportunity and privilege of knowing their grandparents. They are moved 

out, more and more often at the expense of the community rather than the 

family. Those are some of the human problems that all of us ought to take 

an interest in, some of the tendencies that we, working together, can help to 

counteract; and we have a responsibility to do it. With our so-called “popula¬ 

tion explosion” which means that we are having more younger people before 

working age, we are having an increase in people growing older, (and we, 

in public health and recreation, like to feel that we are partly responsible for 

increasing the life span) there are proportionately fewer people who are in 

the working age group. If our present trend keeps up to turn to the taxpayer 

to support a larger and larger number, it is going to be more and more 

difficult. 

We should be interested in the fact that our schools are spending more 

for parking lots than they are for recreation areas. It is difficult to know 

whether we should or could discontinue parking lots altogether. We are 

spectators, we tend to be sedentary and certainly we have more need for 

school playgrounds than we have for parking lots. We also spend more for 

parking lots than we do for science facilities, and fortunately we are all 

becoming upset about that. 

We are still and we have been for generations having the problem of 

polluting the soil. Nomad groups used to live in a place until it would get 

so polluted that many would get sick and they would have to move on and 

take another clean place and pollute that and move on to another one. 

Since we learned to dispose of our wastes, particularly human wastes, we 

could have cities and towns and then we began to pollute our streams, out¬ 

drinking water for people downstream, and now we are even polluting the 

air; and we are putting new pollution in the soil. Detergents and pesticides 

are increasingly hazards to the drinking water supply. We do not know how 

some of the pollution that is going into the air from our fumes, gases and 

dusts is affecting us and possibly having a part in causing poor health or 

illness such as cancer, and how much lung cancer may be due to smoking 

cigarettes. The pollution of the air, the soil, and our streams, additives in 

our food, undue processing of food, those are problems we are going to 

have to learn how to correct, just as when the situation became recognized as 

intolerable, we learned how to correct earlier soil pollution. In Chicago 
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recently, I heard an interesting statement by Robert Yolio of the Association 

of Physicians and Schools: 

“The action taken relating to population control, the control of chronic 

diseases, mental health, radiological health, air pollution, community 

health responsibility and even the procedures by which health care is 

made available, will be decided by the public.” 

For a long time most of our public health work was doing things for 

people: chlorinating the water supply, pasteurizing the milk supply, im¬ 

munizing somebody by a shot in the arm which you do not have to think 

about or understand. These required no participation, but certainly now 

with the problems that we are facing we are going to have a more under¬ 

standing public. We are going to have to have people who can understand 

some of the things that they need to do, such as: finding cancer, cutting 

down on highway crippling and killing, or recognizing cardiovascular-renal 

disorders. I hesitate, even to mention arthritis, because we know so little 

about it, and at present, there is so little we can do about it, but certainly 

that is one of the areas we hope to make some progress in. We should 

recognize that we have reached an intolerable situation with our home and 

farm and traffic accidents which we could practically eliminate in a short 

time and yet these continue as the main killers and cripplers for everybody 

up to about 35 years of age. With proper forethought somewhere, the chain 

that led to most accidents could have been broken. Many have commented 

that polio is such a horrible disease because it cripples so many little 

children. Polio during the last 40 years has never crippled or killed as many 

people as have been crippled by traffic collisions. 

Back in 1912 a physician Dr. North of New York City predicted that life 

expectancy at birth would move from around 45 which it was at that time 

to about 60 in 60 years if the rules of health were observed and if people 

were educated to insist on pure milk, pure water, and pure air—and of course 

I am sure he intended to say they should remain active. He predicted that 

tuberculosis deaths would be reduced 75 per cent, lobar pneumonia would 

be reduced 45 per cent, typhoid fever would be reduced by 85 per cent, 

infantile diarrhea would be reduced 60 per cent, and that meningitis would 

be reduced by 70 per cent. All those predicted reductions have been 

exceeded and we still have several years to go till 1972. 

I have barely mentioned one of the really big problems we have now, 

that of mental and emotional disorders. We do not know how much effect 

the giving of drugs, such as the sulfonamides and particularly the anti¬ 

biotics, may have influenced the environments of the viruses and germs 

giving, particularly the viruses, a bigger chance to harm us. When you cut 

down on one group of animals such as the foxes, the rabbits will increase. 

Our hazards as well as our progress seem to depend on increased knowledge 

and control of the smaller things—viruses and atoms. 

One of the current big problems of course is selfish advertising. 1 do not 

refer to perfume and shampoos and some of the other items that are 

advertised from a health standpoint, but certainly all of us recognize that 

some of the big advertisers are promoting their products as conducive to 

health whereas use of their product is actually contrary to health. That is 

one of the problems for which 1 have no solution to suggest, but certainly 
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it is unfortunate for us and particularly for our children. We brag too much 

on how much progress we have made; we probably do not emphasize enough 

some of the problems and challenges we have ahead of us and some of the 

things we do not understand, such as the common cold and arthritis, which 

we are still completely helpless about. We spend four billion dollars a year 

on medical care bills and one of 20 gainfully employed is absent from work 

each day. Over-all there is a ten day illness each year for the average person. 

And those 65 and over are in bed sick an average of 35 days or more. Many 

others are handicapped by malnutrition, lack of exercise, arthritis, obesity, 

colds, alcoholism, emotional and personality disorders, so that they are not 

living the fullest life possible. 

Another problem that we should all be interested in, is that we are fast 

killing the goose that laid the golden egg from a standpoint of prepayment 

plans for hospitalization and medical care. People insist on going to the 

hospital after they have paid their premiums for a while and want to go in 

for a few days’ rest whether the doctor thinks they ought to be there or not 

and that runs up the cost for everybody. Doctors can see a dozen patients 

in an evening in the hospital, and it would take them a lot longer than that 

to get around to them in their homes, so he puts them in a hospital for his 

convenience. All of us have appreciated the opportunity to prepay our 

hospital and medical care bills, but we are ruining it—pricing it out of the 

market. Also the hospitals make money on X-rays and certain laboratory 

work and these are ordered beyond what is really necessary just because the 

hospital makes money on these particular items. That is being very frank 

about it, but studies have been made and it has been found that people who 

have pre paid insurance go to the hospital more for the same type problems, 

also that people who have the same insurance also have more X-rays and 

laboratory work ordered than the rest of the people who are paying their 

bills without pre payment insurance. Those are some of the things that we 

have to think about from the standpoint of supporting and maintaining our 

general health. Those of us in the preventive medicine field, those of you 

who are in the recreation field, and actually every physician, every nurse, and 

every dentist is doing something to try to prevent illness. In other words, we 

are all in preventive work. We are all trying to help people to avoid dis¬ 

ablement. We are trying to help people to live abundantly; and I like an 

item used in the military service known as the non-effective rate. Instead of 

talking from the standpoint of pathology and disease and deaths, the military 

reference in reverse shows that of a thousand men assigned, how many are 

completely effective for full peace or war duties. That particular concept is 

worthy of our further consideration. How many more can we make com¬ 

pletely effective through recreation? Through immunization against polio? 

Through the various things that we know and some of the things we do not 

practice? It was 200 years between the discovery of the microscope and the 

development of the germ theory of disease. Think how long it was between 

the discovery of smallpox vaccination and its general use or how long we 

knew about how to prevent diptheria before it was put to general use. Think 

how long it took us even after typhoid vaccination was developed and the 

sanitation procedures involved were known before we actually did what 

was necessary and really cut down on typhoid fever. Polio vaccination, fol- 
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lowing Dr. Jonas Salk’s discovery, is an example of moving rapidly and 1 

hope that is an example of how much more rapidly we are going to move 

in the future. We must cut down on the lag between the acquisition of 

scientific information on how to improve our health and a general applica¬ 

tion of this knowledge. We now know so much more of the advantages of 

recreation programs in hospitals and elsewhere than we are putting into 

general use. 

I thank you for the opportunity and the pleasure of meeting with you. 

Concepts of Recreation in Rehabilitation 

A. B. C. Knudson, M.D. 

Medical Director Veterans Administration, Washington, D. C. 

(Presented in the absence of Dr. Knudson by James W. Gibson, M.D.) 

Chief of Physical Medicine, VA Hospital, Salisbury 

You have been subjected, I'm sure, as I have, to the TV and radio com¬ 

mercial that advertises a treatment tablet composed of “not just one but 

several ingredients.” The Chief of PM&R, in his usual treatment, combined 

for many years the therapeutic ingredients known as OT and PT. Then 

ET, CT and MAT were added. Now we have in our PM&R “drug store” 

another combination of ingredients that is really not new, except in its 

organizational location—recreation. Recreation’s entrance into PM&RS is 

most welcome—and most appropriate since it shares the goals of all other 

PM&R specialities. 

From personal experience I can say that those of us whose background is 

primarily in PM&RS have a lot to learn about recreation. Let me fill you in 

on some of the things I have learned. It is commonplace to say recreation 

is a normal human activity. But if you ask, “How normal can you get?” 

consider the impact, the scope, and the very practical price tag on recrea¬ 

tion. Recreation is so normal, so much a part of daily life that American 

citizens voluntarily spent more than $40 billion dollars on it last year, 

more than the Nation spent on defense in the Cold War Year of 1950. 

Recreation has taken its place along with education, health, religion, 

and work as a basic essential human need. Demands made upon recreation 

have been multiplied as this essential human need increases in direct pro¬ 

portion to the increase in leisure that stands out as, perhaps, the most 

significant social change of this generation. Of course, the need for direction 

in the use of leisure is particularly acute with advancing age, a most sig¬ 

nificant characteristic of the veterans we serve. But even for the nonhospi- 

talized at any age level, for the so-called “normal” individual, the insistent 

challenge of increased leisure requires guidance toward recreation literacy 

and skill. 

What are the needs that all humans, sick or well, seek in recreation? 

They seek to assure the sound functioning of their physical, mental, and 

social processes; the exuberant exercise of mind or body in a creative or 

relaxing or stimulating manner. They gain and apply new ideas and phy- 
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sical, mental or social skills so that they can either share the status of rec¬ 

reational adequacy valued by their contemporaries, or find socially acceptable 

under the pressures of living; they seek the recreation maturity to enjoy, 

contribute to, or be at ease in wholesome individual or group physical, men¬ 

tal or social activities. 

So, recreation under any circumstances is a need, a need for human 

growth, development and behavior, a need for total fitness. This need for 

recreation does not diminish when a person enters a hospital. In fact, it 

often increases and almost always becomes more complex. 

Not all the ill and handicapped are able or inclined to select recreation 

which will contribute to their recovery or adjustment. It is often necessary 

to modify and interpret recreation to meet their peculiar needs and limi¬ 

tations. In hospitals the choice of recreation activity, its time, duration and 

intensity, frequently cannot be left to the discretion of the patient. To pre¬ 

clude an adverse effect on the recovery and maintenance of health, profes¬ 

sional recreation leadership with medical guidance is necessary. 

This medical aspect of recreation leads me to the first of a few specifics 

I wish to discuss. Hardly had we stocked recreation in our Physical Medi¬ 

cine and Rehabilitation Service pharmacy than we were asked, “Is recreation 

therapy?” Since the word “therapy” has different meanings for different 

people the answer requires a distinction. If therapy is defined as prescribed 

or medically guided participation on the team mobilized for a potential 

therapeutic attack on illness, then most assuredly recreation is frequently 

therapy. But recreation cannot be labeled as therapy in the sense of a pre¬ 

cise cure for a specific ailment. You and I know that on our therapeutic 

team many forces are focused as therapy on the individual patient, yet few 

are rigidly specific in dosage and objective. We do not regard the terminol¬ 

ogy used in identifying this aspect of the PM&RS program as important. 

It may be called “Recreation” or “Recreational Therapy.” I much prefer 

the designation “recreation therapy”. 

However, I wish to emphasize very positively that we do not equate the 

absence of the word therapy as any reason for lessening the stature of rec¬ 

reation as a full and equal member of the PMR.R team. We are equally 

positive that the use of recreation as a therapeutic agent cannot and should 

not be postponed to a time when the exact mode of action, its avenues of 

attack and its precise dosage are known. From an empirical viewpoint, 

recreation’s roots are strong. Confidence in its beneficial effects is common¬ 

place. Those benefits must be mobilized and utilized in our basic mission 

of rehabilitation. To the extent that the scientific application of recreation 

and its precise potentialities as a specific form of therapy are largely un¬ 

explored. we have a professional responsibility to select aspects of recreation 

for evaluation and interpretation by strict research technique. But between 

now and the time when empirical observations about recreation are tested 

by research, we have a job to do and we need recreation to do it. In doing 

this job there will be occasions in the future, as in the past, when a physician 

will select from our PM&.-R “drug store” music or corrective therapy, or 

adaptive sports, or OT, for a definitively specific purpose. Much more fre¬ 

quently all these will be ingredients in the “rehabilitation mix” that helps 

the physician treat his patient. 
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So much for now for the semantics of “therapy.” Let’s consider another 

specific. We have received a few questions and comments regarding over¬ 

lapping between certain aspects of recreation and some of the other PM&R 

specialities. We have also seen or heard a few reports of unusual or com¬ 

pletely unauthorized attempts at consolidation of functions at stations, for 

example, joining music and ET; arts and crafts and OT; adapted sports 

and CT. When any of the latter have come to the attention of Central 

Office, swift action has been taken to repudiate them. Our reaction to any 

such action is so easy and obvious as to be almost automatic. After all, the 

Chief Medical Director has made a decision in this regard. Any contrary 

action by a field station is at least ill-advised and presumptuous. The Chief 

Medical Direcfor’s Letter No. 60-8 has directed that “the composition of 

sitions. The transfer of the individual programs will not destroy their 

identity as separate elements.” In a subsequent letter to approximately 100 

leaders of the Recreation profession, the Chief Medical Director gave the 

further assurance that “recreation will continue all of its present functions.” 

Under these circumstances, those who would tamper with the organizational 

integrity of recreation not only are violating directives but also are en¬ 

dangering patient programing, personnel morale and interrelations, and our 

professional standing in the recreation community. In this latter regard, 

the American Recreation Society, recreation’s professional membership or¬ 

ganization, has appointed a committee to study the VA concept and prac¬ 

tice of recreation as a part of the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 

Service with particular reference to the effect of the reorganization on the 

strength of the Recreation program. The Chief Medical Director has prom¬ 

ised full cooperation with the Society’s study. Those who would tinker with 

recreation’s functions and scope could seriously embarrass VA through such 

meddling. 

Particular emphasis is required in recreation programming for those who 

are approaching discharge from the hospital. Recreation can provide them 

a major motivation to rehabilitation. But what about after discharge? Fre¬ 

quently, discharged patients, particularly those who were mentally ill, 

can adjust to most aspects of their new outside environment, work, health, 

education, but they fail in a wise use of their leisure and wind up readmit¬ 

ted to the hospital. It is a major and basic challenge to recreation to so 

orient these patients and to so plan in advance with their community that 

these readmissions, due to recreational illiteracy, will drop. Recreation must 

train patients to enrich their life and their community rather than escape 

from it in a hospital. Recreation personnel are particularly equipped to 

do this. They specialize in but are not limited to leisure activity. 

Recreation meets a major test with another group of patients, those 

whose discharge is improbable. For these patients for whom medical care 

has reached its maximum and has become routine, recreation has the duty 

of employing the body and challenging the mind of patients who often 

shield themselves with an armor of apathy. But if we are to maintain at 

least the present status of their health, motivation to recreation participa¬ 

tion, however minor, is most important. 

My last topic concerns channels. The PM&.-R Coordinator coordinates rec¬ 

reation’s administrative matters and overall rehabilitation goals as he does 
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those of other sections. Medical matters pertaining to patient treatment are 

as always a direct concern and responsibility of the Chief, Physical Medicine 

and Rehabilitation Service. This pertains to all sections including recrea¬ 

tion. The Chief, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Service may not 

delegate this professional responsibility to nonmedical personnel. For the 

most effective treatment in this service, it is necessary that the physiatrist be 

appraised by the therapists and recreators of the program of regression of 

patients in his care, in order that he might make indicated treatment changes 

promptly; also, that he might keep patients’ ward physicians informed so 

they, too, may take early appropriate action. 

The Effect of Illness on the Individual 

George C. Ham, M.D., Head, Department of Psychiatry, 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

North Carolina Memorial Hospital. 

(Excerpts from the address) 

Considering maturity as characterized by a good capacity for successful 

adaptation, we might begin by suggesting that maturity and health are 

closely related but not identical concepts. That is, the healthy person is also 

a mature person; but on the other hand a mature person may, under suffici¬ 

ently severe stress, decompensate, in which case he becomes ill. Health, then 

implies being in and maintaining a state of successful adaptation. This in¬ 

volves a condition of internal harmony or balance, a steady state, which can 

be maintained with a minimum expenditure of energy, and in which energy 

is available for the life tasks. 

In contrast to this we offer the suggestion that disease represents a state 

of unbalance, or disharmony, where the organism has failed in its adaptation 

to stress. 
* * * 

When the organism is successful adapted to its environment and is able 

to maintain this state free of undue excitation and relatively free to pursue 

life’s tasks, a state of health is said to exist. On the other hand, when adapta¬ 

tion fails, when the dynamic equilibrium with the environment is disrupted, 

a state of disease may be said to exist until an effective interaction with the 

environment restored. Both health and disease must be necessity to relative 

terms, and a sharp dividing line is not always possible. One may speak of a 

person as being more or less healthy. The presence of disease may be estab¬ 

lished on both subjective and objective grounds. 

The task of medical science then, is to develop means of interpreting 

the symptoms which patients bring and of evaluating and discovering objec¬ 

tive signs of adaptive failures, and to develop techniques of aiding the 

adaptive process. The magnitude of this job is such as to necessitate speciali¬ 

zation of interest and technique (isolation), but it is important to retain an 

overall perspective of the whole problem of adaptation. Each of the medical 

disciplines, preclinical and clinical, deals with the same basic problem of 
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adaptation, successful and unsuccessful, and each focuses on some particular 

aspect or system. Dynamic psychology and psychiatry, because they are 

concerned with the integrative systems, the overall adaptation of the or¬ 

ganism to internal and environmental forces, have concern with all the 

branches of medicine and further, stand between the natural sciences and 

the social sciences. Therefore, there is no disease with which we are not 

concerned. 

The human organism, in common with other living structures, must in 

relationship to its environment maintain its intactness, grow and reproduce 

(the instinctual drives) and in pursuing this destiny it encounters and must 

overcome a great variety of stresses. A continuous struggle ensues between 

the organism and the environment. If the organism succeeds in maintaining 

mastery of the environment, health is the result; if success is incomplete, 

disease is the outcome; and if the environment wins, death results. 

* * * 

In dealing with the environment and in pursuing its instinctual aims the 

organism operates as an integrated unit and all bodily functions are 

attuned to the task of avoiding too strong excitation, from within or with¬ 

out, and maintaining a state free of uncomfortable pressures. But when the 

individual encounters an environmental force which acts to disrupt directly 

the physiological integration (i.e., a pathogenic bacteria or physical trauma) 

or to block the gratification of an instinctual need (i.e., a nutritional depri¬ 

vation or a sexual taboo), some attempt at adaptation to this situation must 

be made. The speed and effectiveness of this adaptation will determnie 

whether or not health is retained or disease results. 
* # * 

All levels of adaptation are concerned—chemical, physiological, psychologi¬ 

cal and social. For this discussion we will focus our attention chiefly on the 

adaptive mechanisms of the mental apparatus, keeping in mind that all 

expressions and responses of the mental apparatus are accomplished by the 

body and its various organ systems. 
# # * 

Disease may be brought about in a number of ways: 

1. A development of accjuired defect or constitutional weakness of some 

organ or part of the body which interferes with certain adaptive functions 

from birth on. Theoretically this may include defects in the mental apparatus 

itself and of course in the brain, the organ of the ego. 

2. An outer stress, which interferes seriously with basic needs or which 

damages parts or systems of the body. This might include such things as 

inadequate water, food and oxygen as well as love: physical trauma, parasites, 

poisons, etc., as well as a threat of these (i.e., physical trauma from anger). 

3. A change in internal dynamics which require a changed relationship 

to the environment, such as for example, occurs at puberty, pregnancy, 

menopause, etc. Such a change may also be stimulated by an external stimu¬ 

lus which mobilizes latent internal forces (i.e., a sexual temptation or an 

allergy). 

4. Any combination of the first three may be implicated. 
* # * 

No static concept of stress can be entertained. What constitutes a stress 
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;it one phase or period of life or under one circumstance, may be quite in¬ 

nocuous or easily dealt with at other times. As examples one might cite the 

effect of smallpox virus before and after vaccination (i.e., before and after 

a new adaptation) or the effect of separation from a parent at age one and 

31. Whether or not such situations continue to be stressful depends upon 

what adaptations have taken place. Therefore in evaluating a possible stress, 

it is necessary to know something of its intensity, duration, acuteness, as well 

as the previous experience of the individual with the possible stress. 
* • 

When a stress is encountered the organism must deal with it, regardless 

of its source. If the capacity of the organism to deal with the stress is not 

high, disease (or death) is the result. The symptoms (subjective manifesta¬ 

tions) and signs (objective manifestations) of disease will thus consist of a 

combination of the following: 

1. The instinctual need seeking or requiring satisfaction (i.e., the sugar 

appetite of the diabetic, the call for help of the person with pain, or the 

disguised aggression of the person whose direct expression of aggression is 

blocked). 

2. The inner perception of a disturbed equilibrium or an unsatisfied need. 

This introduces the concept of conscious and unconscious anxiety and guilt 

as well as the general awareness expressed as “I’m sick.” “I fell badly,” etc. 

3. The various adaptive devices, old and new, chemical and physiological, 

psychological, and social which come into play to cope with the stress and 

to restore equilibrium. 

4. The actual structural or functional damage which results from the stress 

itself (i.e., fractured leg or cavitation of lungs from tuberculosis) or from 

failures of adaptation. 
* * # 

In any patient the total picture of the illness can be comprehended and 

understood if these four contributors to the clinical picture are kept in 

mind. 

Implicit in this concept of disease is the idea that there is some internal 

perception or awarenes of disturbed equilibrium or unsatisfied need which 

somehow triggers the adaptive response. Such a concept might be illustrated 

through anxiety which is defined as: “The danger signal by the ego indicat¬ 

ing that the balance is in danger of being upset by an access of too strong 

instinctual forces or intolerable external forces than threaten the integrity 

of the organism and might not be mastered.” 

Anxiety may be thought of as a danger signal, a warning to the organism 

that it might be destroyed or damaged. The basic condition for the develop¬ 

ment of anxiety is that in which the organism is overwhelmed by an excess 

of excitation, originating internally or externally. This includes the birth 

process itself, hunger, sucking need, thirst, suffocation, physical restraint, 

loud noise, bright light, large objects, painful stimulation, etc. Such stresses 

are mastered to varying degrees, but the tolerable thresholds may be ex¬ 

ceeded in later life, leading to recurrence of anxiety and the necessity for 

new adaptations to reduce the intensity of the stimulation. This may be 

illustrated by the anxiety which might be provoked by a loud noise, a flash 

of light, or a sudden intense bodily sensation. 
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Since protection from such excessive stimulation is provided the depend¬ 

ent. helpless infant by the parent, separation from the parent may in itself 

be felt as a danger, particularly if separation and intolerable excitation 

are associated in a cause and effect relation. Thus when the parent is not 

visible, audible, or reachable by a cry, the infant may feel in danger of 

overwhelming excitation. This accounts for the fear of darkness, strangers, 

being alone, etc., which characterizes many small children. Any illness at 

any age may revive such fears. This is the anxiety of the period of depend¬ 

ency. 
* * * 

Thereafter, one may visualize the danger signal of anxiety arising when¬ 

ever the child has to deal with internal pressures which cannot be satisfied 

or which bring him into conflict with his environment and when he en¬ 

counters excessive stress or stimulation from his environment. When the 

anxiety of the child is successful in fulfilling its function as a danger signal 

and leads to the mobilization of appropriate and adequate adaptations a 

healthy development results. Where failure or poor or no adaptations occur 

these are left behind as weak spots or chinks in the defensive armor. 
# * * 

While many other aspects of this subject may be presented, this general 

analysis will suffice to indicate the place of the effects of illness on the 

individual. This and other knowledge related to the problem can prove of 

value to the hospital recreation leader in cooperation with the doctor and 

hospital administration in bringing maximum services to the patient. 

The Meaning and Significance 
of illness 

Paul Haun, M.D., Director of Psychiatric Education 

State of New Jersey 

(Excerpts from the address) 

In opening his remarks, Dr. Haun quoted front an editorial in the New 

England Journal of Medicines “Only children and philosophers seem in¬ 

terested in why ordinary things are, rather than are not,” and suggested 

that nothing was more ordinary in the hospital setting than illness. He 

pointed out that illness and disease are defined in the dictionaries in terms 

of their synonyms or as an impairment of health, while health itself has 

been narrowly regarded as freedom from disease. The World Health Organi¬ 

zation, however, has drawn attention to the positive aspects of health, 

reminding us that it consists of “complete physical, mental, and social well 

being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” Modern medical 

thought still regards the conditions necessary for health as the absence of 

disease, but the conditions sufficient for health involve a state in which the 

individual can express most of his drives, needs, and urges in socially 

acceptable form; in which his potentialities are largely realized; in which 
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productivity and individual creation are facilitated and in which happiness 

and joy are the primary feeling tones. 

The semantic problem of understanding the full significance of words 

used by others, as well as the importance of refining and making exact 

our own meanings, was stressed. Dr. Haun stated that he would try to dis¬ 

cuss both the denotation and connotations of his subject. Illness, he indi¬ 

cated, was not really a synonym for disease. It was a word much used 

in polite society and as a euphemism. In one setting it may be used as a 

cloak for social disapproval, as when a butler informs a caller, “I am sorry— 

the madam is ill (indisposed) and cannot see you”; in another it may refer 

to a serious, or even fatal, disorder, as in the statement, “He made a will 

just before his last illness.” The word encompasses a wide range of 

severity, great variation in duration, and quite characteristically involves the 

subjective feelings of the patient, as in the statement, “The doctor tells me 

that 1 have severe diabetes, but 1 don’t feel the least bit ill.” 

Disease, on the other hand, is a more technical word than illness, implies 

considerable duration, carries an implication of objective, rather than sub¬ 

jective, features, and is never properly employed as a social excuse. Every 

disease can be thought of as an illness, but not all illnesses as diseases. 

There has long been a tendency to think of disease as something one 

“catches” or “gets”, like typhoid fever or arteriosclerosis. Medically, a 

disease is regarded as a sort of entity, with definite clinical signs and 

symptoms; with specific “causes” (another very difficult word); with a regu¬ 

lar course; a reasonably predictable outcome and, at times, definite therapy. 

Diseases tend to be progressive, usually refer to a process, and are sharply 

differentiated from accidents and injuries. One never, for example, thinks 

of the amputee as having the disease of “one-leggedness.” Congenital mal¬ 

formations are customarily excluded from the concept, although disease mav 

be both congenital and familial. 

It was pointed out that the subject of the Institute—"Hospital Recreation”— 

—set the frame of the discussion; that patients go to hospitals with a com¬ 

plaint, a state, a process, a reaction pattern which troubles them, which 

stands between them and the condition of health, and from which they 

seek relief. It was admitted that there is no satisfactory inclusive word to 

describe these states; that disease was closer to the meaning in some respects 

than illness but in just as many ways fell short. As a physician. Dr. Haun 

pointed out that he was more comfortable with the word “disease” and 

offered as a definition of the statement that disease (illness) was an ab¬ 

normality of structure or of function which impaired the adjustment of 

he individual. It was apparent that almost every word of the definition 

required analysis to make it meaningful. 

The abnormal and its converse, the normal, are valuable words which 

have fallen into recent disrepute because of the difficulty encountered in 

arriving at their explicit meaning. The tendency to equate normalcy with 

statistical average or with the social demands of a particular culture was 

noted and the question raised as to whether an individual who did not 

have convulsive seizures would be considered abnormal in an epileptic 

colony; a myopic individual normal in a society of the short-sighted. Atten¬ 

tion was called to the impossibility of transposing a statistical average be- 
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tween cultures; lor example, the relative susceptibility to smallpox, menin- 

gococcic meningitis, or tuberculosis in New York City and in Papua. How 

can one arrive at the normal in comparing the height and weight of the 

Japanese and Californian adolescent. The size of the sample, the cultural 

standards of the community, the historical era, the racial experience, and 

the vast and interlocking sequence of environmental, constitutional, and 

hereditary elements must be assessed in all such considerations. 

In spite of the recognized complexity of the task, a tentative statement 

was offered that the normal is the statistical average when two additional 

conditions are obtained: (1) All biologic potentialities of the specie are being 

realized; (2) The total impact of the environmental influences favors per¬ 

petuation of the race. An abnormality, then, would be of a deviation from 

the statistical average which impedes or prevents realization of the biologic 

potentialities of the specie and which adversely influences the continuity 

of the race. 

Turning to the next word in his definition, Dr. Haun stated that to the 

medical worker, “structure” was generally felt to be safe and familiar terri¬ 

tory, being the area in which the doctor traditionally operates. It tended 

to involve such clear-cut organic pathology as cirrhosis of the liver, valvular 

heart disease, hemorrhage of the brain, and cancer of the bowel. Dealing 

with essentially objective manifestations which could be directly seen, 

examined, touched, and compared either on the autopsy table or during 

life, the field of structure has been historically comfortable, forming the 

basis for many of our past beliefs that diseases were things one “got” or 

“caught”. Such endogenous processes as peptic ulcer, which occupy the 

interesting transitional zone between “getting” and “being”, and the 

disease of epilepsy, which may occur without structural pathology, introduced 

a serious rift in the orderly assumption that diseases were always manifes¬ 

tations of organic pathology. 

The concept of function clarifies many of these problems when it is 

realized that isolated parts of the body or the sum of all the organs may not 

behave in a “normal” fashion, even though organic pathology is entirely 

absent. Such disorders as asthma, angina pectoris, speech, reading, and 

writing difficulties, eclampsia, and, of course, a vast range of psychiatric 

disturbances all may occur without aberration in structure. All are, how¬ 

ever, manifestations of serious disturbances in function. This is the point 

at which the so-called medical realist experiences difficulty. A grasp of the 

facts as they are now widely understood entails the conceptualization of a 

continuing series from organic through psychosomatic to functional disturb¬ 

ances, without the presence of identifiable lines of demarcation. Such a 

viewpoint considers a search for the bacillus of grief as pointless as the 

view that objective organic pathology is hallucinatory. Denial of the signifi¬ 

cance of function in clinical practice involved the medical worker in the 

unenviable position of denying the possibility of falling in love, the exist¬ 

ence of jealousy or of hate. Man must, of course, be identified as a physical 

organism but he is nonetheless, nor any less importantly, a thinking, a feel¬ 

ing, and a believing organism. Contemporary medical thought regards him 

primarily as a unitary organism acting and reacting in a social context. 

The word "impair” was chosen in the definition of disease because it is 
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relative and can include the mild, the moderate, and the severe. 

Adjustment, perhaps the most significant word of the definition, includes 

three essential concepts: 

(a) Homeostasis, the balanced physiologic equilibrium between organs and 

systems of the body. 

(b) The psychic state, or the character. In this sense, adjustment is con¬ 

cerned with such things as peace of mind, inner security, self-respect, and 

maturity. 

(c) Environmental relationships in all their complexity; relationships to 

things, to natural and cultural forces, and to people. It includes one’s social, 

political, religious, economic, and familial relationships, to name but a 

few. 

Adjustment obviously may be faulty in one or all of these areas and any 

degree of impairment may be noted. Dr. Haun quoted from Karl Men- 

ninger’s “Changing Concepts of Disease,” an address delivered before the 

29th Annual Meeting of the American College of Physicians and published 

in the Annals of Internal Medicine for August, 1948. He concluded his 

remarks by stating that the definition of disease which had been offered left 

much to be desired: “Perhaps we will never come to an Aristotelian defini¬ 

tion of disease or, for that matter, of life or of energy. It is worth our notice, 

however, that a very ancient profession—that of the physician—has devoted 

itself for centuries to one end: the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of 

disease. As research continues and as medical thinking probes deeper and 

deeper into the mysteries of the unknown, we are assured that the boun¬ 

daries of disease will grow more and more clear and that unremitting 

attention will continue to be paid to the very topic we have lightly touched 

today—the meaning and significance of illness.” 

Mental and Emotional Ills 

Paul Haun, M.D., Chairman 

Edgar W. Johnson, Recorder 

Dr. Haun initiated the discussion by asking, “Is the Recreation Worker a 

Therapist?’’ This is a question which for some reason tends to arouse strong 

feelings. Yet unless it is clarified and a uniform view made part of the atti¬ 

tudes of professional recreators, misunderctanding will be inevitable, emotions 

will continue to be aroused, hospital staff members will work at cross pur¬ 

poses, and the patients’ interest will suffer. 

We might start by saying that therapy is the treatment of disease, the pur¬ 

posive combating of whatever illness the patient is afflicted by. The word 

purposive is important here. Treatment is not something which character¬ 

istically occurs by accident or for incidental reasons. Many patients get sick 

and recover without going to a hospital, without taking a dose of medicine, 

and without any attempt at self-treatment. No one, therefore, assumes that 

simple staying alive is a form of treatment. Breathing, eating, emptying the 

bladder and the bowels, sleeping, walking—these are things which happen 
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to all of us, sick and well. When they happen to a person who is sick, can 

we properly say they are therapeutic? 

Hospitals and hotels are alike in a great many respects. Both are shelters 

providing rooms and beds and furniture. Both are places in which people 

sleep and eat. Both have bathrooms, heating plants, business offices, fire 

escapes and electric lights. These, along with many other physical facilities 

and personal services, are necessary in the hotel as well as in the hospital. We 

do not consider them to be treatment when their locale is the hotel. Is there 

any sound basis for so considering them in the hospital? 

A patient dictates half a business contract to his attorney while a patient in 

the hospital. Having recovered from his illness, he moves to a hotel and there 

completes his work. Is the one part of his treatment and the other not? A col¬ 

lege student plays four games of solitaire, two in his bedroom at home and 

two while a patient in the local hospital. Which of the games are therapeutic? 

The hospitalized patient functions in numerous areas and participates in 

a great many transactions which are necessary or desirable, but which have 

nothing to do with the purposive attack on his illness. Is recreation therapy? 

Are workers in the field therapists? Everything that happens to a patient is 

not therapy simply because the locale is the hospital. 

Raymond Bruenig, State Hospital, Lakeland, Kentucky, said, “Activity is 

a tool for a purpose and the purpose is therapy. The outcome is whether or 

not the patient relates to the group.’’ 

Russell Ramage, V. A. Hospital, Salisbury, N. C.-We would like to hear 

from the doctors regarding this cpiestion. If there are fewer packs or tubs 

given in hydrotherapy for sedation because the patient has participated in 

adapted sports—is the activity therapeutic? Is the function of the corrective 

therapist to carry out therapy and a recreator using adapted sports not to do 

therapy, particularly when both are using similar activities? Dr. Haun asked, 

“Does the motivation have anything to do with the definition?” Is the pur¬ 

pose to get better motion in an arthritic joint or build up better muscle 

strength or from another viewpoint it might be to allow the patient the ex¬ 

perience of spontaneous enjoyment,—of having fun. 

Dr. Edith Ball, New York University—“Recreation is a part of living and 

it does not change because of the setting. Recreation is just as much a need 

of a person in a hospital as it is for a person in the community. Are we doing- 

therapy with boys in a community who have not been able to relate to com¬ 

munity patterns? Are we doing therapy then or are we providing them with 

the outlets that are important for enriched living?” 

Dr. Allan Gregg, in a thoughtful discussion of hospitals, has pointed out 

that one of the serious psychological handicaps under which they operate is 

the unrelieved accent on sickness. Everyone with whom the patient has con¬ 

tact supposedly understands that he is sick, expects him to be sick and reacts 

to him as if he was sick. Are we certain that this is conducive to his best in¬ 

terest? Is it necessary for everyone in the hospital to approach the patient on 

that basis? Does the patient occasionally tire of this clinical stare? 

Robert Duke, State Hospital, Raleigh, N. C.—The patient knows the re¬ 

creator is to help them enjoy their stay, give them diversion, to keep their 

minds and body occupied, to help them have a good time. Dr. Haun—Then 

you think it is important for the patient to have fun while they are in the 
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hospital. Possibly, if the patient can be helped to have fun, while he is in the 

hospital, he sets the stage in which he can get better. If that is true, it is 

therapy or is it the creation of the milieu in which therapy can go forward? 

Alexander Reid Martin, M.D.—What are The Desirable Personality Traits 

in a recreation worker? People get sick through people and get well through 

people. Recreation is a natural bridge for therapeutic contact. The activity 

is the bridge or medium through which you become related to the patient. 

What are the desirable qualities of any person trying to help another person 

get well, especially one with emotional illness? 

(1) Great respect for the work to which you are dedicated. 

(2) There is a great need in this field to approach the patient as a human 

being. The recreator should be truly humble in his role with the patient, as 

all members of the hospital team should be. Be a human being with another 

human being. 

(3) The attitude of the recreator about dependency is very important. Is 

your rapport with patients one which will not perpetuate dependency in 

these people? It should be. 

(4) The recreators attitude toward authority is likewise important. 

There are those who are overly concerned about their responsibility to the 

hospital in reports that have to be made. A person who is overly conscientious, 

perfectionistic on reporting to the doctor, often has a tense way which is not 

accepted by the patient. 

Identifying too strongly with the patient must be guarded against. These 

are some of the traits a recreation therapist should consider; and I think that 

all of you recreation workers are therapists. 

Dr. Haun-How do these traits differ from those of the highly accomplished 

hostess? Making each guest feel the party is being held in his honor; catering 

to his individual preferences; steering the conversation away from the topics 

which are offensive to him; offering him group participation, but not forcing 

him to accept; bringing together individuals with kindred tastes; giving every 

indication of enjoying herself; being equally attentive to all her guests? Is 

there a difference between the recreation worker and the accomplished hos¬ 

tess? 

Can these personality traits be acquired by training or must the recreation 

workers be endowed naturally with them? This has much to do with the selec¬ 

tion of workers. 

Miss Florence Tuppcr—I am sure it would be much easier to be born with 

them but as we try to acquire some of them the more nearly we learn to 

understand ourselves, the more nearly we can learn to relate with other peo¬ 

ple in this desirable way. 

Dr. F. A. S. Jensen, State Hospital, Raleigh, U. C.—Can the physician pre¬ 

scribe recreation activity? Well, I can say that even if he doesn’t, there will 

be a selection of the indulgence—by the patient of his indulgence—in what¬ 

ever recreation activity he adopts. There is a crude kind of selection; even 

though one possibly cannot get down to the finer points in the psychodyna¬ 

mics of any illness, there is a crude kind of selection only insofar as you can¬ 

not expect a withdrawn, catatonic patient to adequately enter into any kind 

of group activity. To expect this is not only unwise, but, if pushed, can be 

very detrimental to the patient, which brings up the question also of the 
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fact that the well-meaning person who is cheerful and extroverted with the 

patient in the hospital is not necessarily doing good for that patient. Certainly 

there are many case histories of withdrawn, catatonic patients, who have con¬ 

siderable memory of what took place with them during the period of their 

withdrawn episode, and they can relate how much they were affected favorably 

by the therapist who just would indulge them in simple relationship therapy, 

who would just sit by them, not imposing too much strain on them, not de¬ 

manding too much in the way of their participation; and how antipathetic 

they were to those who came to them saying, “Cheer up”, and slapping them 

on the back—the hearty attitude—that very thing which they find them¬ 

selves incapable of indulging in. So there is going to be some form of selec¬ 

tion of activity for different patients, even if at the moment our knowledge 

of these activities is such that we can’t deal very finely with what we should 

do for a paranoid schizophrenic or what we should do for a catatonic schizo¬ 

phrenic. In fact, the diagnosis probably doesn’t matter. Isn’t it the psycho¬ 

dynamics of the illness that should be taken more into consideration than 

the actual diagnosis or the label that is put on the patient? 

Now, in the prescription of anything—a drug, for example—the doctor 

knows, presumably, what is wrong with the patient; he has it labeled. He 

knows something of the pathogenesis of the disease which has led him to 

give that label. He knows the pharmacological action of a certain drug and 

he has some intimation of what is going to take place when, in certain pro¬ 

portions, he gives this particular drug to this particular patient. This is 

prescribing, and this is prescription in general medicine. This is knowing 

where you are going through conscious effort. This is a purposive action. This 

is therapy. Even if it’s bad therapy, it’s therapy. There is such a thing as bad 

therapy—but it’s therapy and it is conscious and purposive. 

Now, how can we do that in the field of recreation? Have we any choice 

but to try, first of all? Is there any other scientific approach to the situation 

other than by a conscious knowledge of what we’re doing? I don”t think 

tnere's any question but that we have to indulge in the prescription of re¬ 

creation. We nave to go on the idea that we are interposing in the process of 

illness—we are interposing some measures which, in some way, are going to 

complete a retrogression of that illness or in some way are going to help the 

patient to recover from this. And even if the therapy turns out to be bad, it’s 

still therapy. 

Well, what do we need to know about the patients in prescription? Just 

what a doctor has to know before he prescribes a drug. He has to know what 

his diagnosis is—he has to have some concept of it; but, more important, he’s 

got to know what is physiologically wrong with that patient—what is patho¬ 

logical about him. And the drug that he gives to cure is with the recognition 

of what that drug is supposed to do in relation to this illness. Further, I think 

that in dealing with the prescription of recreation it’s important to know these 

facts: first of all, the patient’s abilities, if only insofar as if you give the patient 

something to do which he will fail in achieving, whether it’s going to be 

detrimental to his adjustment; recognition of their potential skills in order 

that these things may be encouraged so that during the ultimate process 

whereby they are returned to the community they will not be too regressed 

by their period of hospitalization; thirdly—and most importantly the psycho- 
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dynamics of the illness—whether they are withdrawn, whether they have a 

capacity in indulging in group activities, or whether just merely the relation¬ 

ship therapy about which I spoke should be the method of choice, whereby, 

first of all, they are encouraged to develop at least one successful personal 

relationship and then extend perhaps beyond that to a small group and then 

beyond that to a larger group until eventually they are sufficiently rehabili¬ 

tated to be able to make their adjustment in the community and outside- 

in order that once again the activity which the patient is given can be in no 

way productive of failure. So it implies a conscious act—it’s consciousness of 

what this patient is, even if you don’t know what is wrong with the patient or 

if you don’t know what caused what is wrong with the patient. It brings to 

mind the attitude that was expressed by Keats when he spoke of a negative 

capability—negative insofar as we don’t know a yes or no answer to the prob¬ 

lem. but capable, none the less, within the limitations of one’s ignorance. So if 

one grants that the recreational worker is a therapist—and one can grant that 

only if his action is purposive and conscious—then should the physician pres- 

scribe recreation provides us immediately with an affirmative answer. Since it 

is to be a purposive, conscious act, it therefore must involve some concept, 

however vague, of the goal, in mind and of the difficulties that are going to 

be met in achieving this goal. 

The question that I would like to bring up—that suggests itself to me 

particularly with the group here today—is, how far can one say that pleasure 

and the product of pleasure should be the goal in relationship to a recreation 

program? Because, in a State hospital, where a large number of regressed 

patients are being treated, it is a very overt fact that very many of them will 

not voluntarily indulge in recreation activity and they have to be pushed; but 

when once pushed intelligently in the right way and not beyond their capa¬ 

city and in such a way that you are not going to produce an antagonism 

rather than an encouragement— once pushed, they develop a desire—exposed 

to the recreational activity, they once more seek it, then, consciously. But if 

you had to be able to discuss with them whether they wanted to indulge in 

that recreation activity, they would have said, probably, firsly, no. they prefer 

to remain in the ward; they prefer to remain huddled in the corner. Should 

we push people? Should we indulge in this concept of total pushing in which 

their activities are guided and directed, or should we—should recreation ac¬ 

tivity be a voluntary thing in terms of its prescription? Should one prescribe 

only for those that actually seek help—who consciously come and seek it? I 

think that question I would like to hear the group answer. 

Dr. Martin—Would you consider a certain recreation worker for a certain 

patient? If the patient is to be pushed—by whom. Therapy—bringing about 

more creative intercourse between people— (recreation is not just for plea¬ 

sure). In prescribing—do we use gravitation, consider which way the patient 

goes, toward whom—then we should prescribe. 

Dr. Haun—A happy medium between push and encouragement should be 

used to get people into activity, we should not blackmail them into it. 

Robert Duke, State Hospital. Raleigh, N. C.—I try to pull people into acti¬ 

vity rather than pushing them. After trying to pull unsuccessfully, however, 

I resort to pushing—but it is not as effective. 

(Dr. F.wald Basse, Duke University Medical School. Durham. X. ('.) II hat 
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information about the Clinical Status of the Patient does the Recreation 

Worker need? A doctor views treatment as a planned situation between two 

people—one of which is not anxious. As recreation workers—as therapists— 

your anxiety should be at a minimal level. You can be helped by under¬ 

standing—you should know something about the patients. 

What does the recreation worker have to know in order to be effective—to 

reduce their anxiety about their work, about their efforts and about their 

results? You should know the factual matter of: 

(1) How does the patient see himself? Does he consider himself a failure 

or a success? 

(2) How does the family view this patient? (We are saying these people 

are sick because of a defect in their interpersonal relationships, and certainly 

the family has always been the closest to the patient.) Does the patient get 

along well with authority—with the father, the mother, the other brothers 

and sisters. Often patients see the doctor, nurse or recreator in the role of a 

mother or father or one of the siblings. How did the family view the patient? 

(3) What is the patient’s attitude toward his illness? Is this an escape which 

reduces his tensions or is it something which demonstrates that he is a weak 

individual? I am sick because I am no good, I am not strong enough, or is 

he trying to be a strong individual? 

(4) How does the patient feel about the doctors, nurses, occupational 

therapist, physical therapist, recreator, attendants, etc.? Are they fearful of 

them, do they feel that anyone who has anything to do with treatment or 

medicine is a dangerous individual? Children often think of doctors and 

nurses as people who produce pain rather than relieving pain. They see them 

as people who do not offer them security but threat and insecurity. If this is a 

dominate feature in them it has to be recognized and worked with. 

(5) How does the patient feel about his hospitalization? Does he like it or 

does he prefer to go to a different one? 

Dr. Haun—Is there a difference between knowing how to help and in 

knowing how to avoid hurting—in knowing the areas of one’s life in which 

one can work and those from which one should stay away? Are you ready to 

deal with the total patient with all of his deepest anxieties or is it better for 

you to use the instrumentalities of your profession and avoid the areas in 

which you are inadequately trained to deal or in areas in which the chances 

of arousing anxiety in you might be so great that you should stay out of them? 

Are there any advantages in the recreator not knowing the uttermost detail 

of the psychiatric patient under his care? 

Miss Florence Tupper—When I was a student—I worked with a girl of 14 

in a group. Respect and authority was commanded but certainly a great deal 

of hostility was evident. This probably aroused a great deal of anxiety on my 

part, which she recognized. I talked with the psychiatrist, and figured out that 

I represented her mother and alleviated some of my feelings. 

Dr. Haun—There is a good reason for the division of labor in the hospital. 

Every staff member does not do everybody elses job. We all have our roles 

to play and if we are able to define our roles with reasonable clarity and 

understand without hurt feelings, those areas in which they overlap and how 

we can compliment and support the total mission of the hospital, it would 

bring manv of these questions into much sharper focus. There are very real 
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hazards in having everyone a depth psychotherapist in a hospital. 

(Dr. Roger W. Howell, Professor of Mental Health, University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.) Do recreation activities afford a means for the 

expression of feelings? Let us consider the psychodynamic value or what does 

it do for people to have recreation activities at their disposal. 

When we talk about expression, is it true that we are talking about a person 

doing something in a setting and is it therefore possible to elaborate a little 

bit on this setting concept? 

(1) Is there in the average hospital the need for patients to do some ex¬ 
pressing? 

(2) If we are talking about expression we are talking about action within 

an environment, and as this action continues in the environment are we who 

work in hospitals to consider ourselves a part of the environment? What does 

it do to us when people are expressing in our presence, and are we a part of 

this expressing that goes on? Does it have any good effects on us and are we 

therefore better able to function in the capacity of therapists, in helping peo¬ 

ple achieve whatever goal may be their own? 

(3) Are we interested in the future adjustment or adaptation patterns of 

these people who before they were exposed to opportunities, which we hope 

we are going to be able to give them—are we interested in some change oc- 

curing in their patterns of adaptation, to such an extent that they not only 

seem to overcome a few' of the handicaps which they bring to us? Are we 

thinking in terms of expression as perhaps being a medium through which a 

change of a more permanent nature may occur, so that when they made the 

point which w’e all hope they will reach where they no longer feel a need to 

bring questions and problems to us that they will lie better equipped to 

handle some of the problems which heretofore have overwhelmed them? 

I)r. Haun—Does recreation contribute to or is it antagonistic to hospitalitis? 

Have these people known how to employ themselves before they came to the 

hospital? Have their recreational activities been compulsive rather than crea¬ 

tive? And is recreation, can recreation and the expression pf feelings in hos¬ 

pitals be a genuine growth experience, which will strengthen them against a 

recurrence of their illness in subsequent life? 

The WHAT of Recreation in Hospitals 

Harold A. Conrad, Colonel, M. C. 

Chief, Professional Services 

Womack Army Hospital, Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

It is indeed a pleasure to be able to participate in the Panel discussion 

this afternoon. However, I must admit that I feel that I am a little out of 

my field in the subject of Recreation in Army Hospitals. I believe that 

this is mainly because of the fact that for most of my military career, organiz¬ 

ed recreation facilities and hospital recreators have been an integral part of 
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the hospital program and as such, you just assume that they always have 

occupied this position. 

Obviously however, this was not always so. Even going back in my 

limited experience, I fail to recall any recreational program at my first 

hospital assignment in 1940 which was at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana. 

We were primarily interested only in patient professional care and I do 

not believe any particular effort was made to arrange for the spare time 

of the patients other than perhaps to furnish them with donated reading 

material and games from local groups in Indianapolis, and special or week¬ 

end passes, in which they had to seek out their own recreation. 

For the purposes of panel, it would seem pertinent to at least make an 

effort to see when all this had its beginnings. Apparently, the first organized 

efforts toward establishing and maintaining recreation programs for hospital¬ 

ized military personnel dates back to the Red Cross Convalescent Houses 

which were constructed on military reservations during World War I. 

These houses were built from Red Cross funds and staffed with Red Cross 

personnel and volunteers. An account of the functions of these workers has 

been written to Miss Margaret Hayt Lower, co-founder of the Red Cross 

Grey Lady Service and Field Director at Walter Reed Army Hospital for 

over 26 years. She describes arranging outings and parties for the ambulant 

patients and providing facilities for the patient’s individual and group 

interests such as pool tables, music rooms, reading lounges, etc. Soon after 

the convalescent houses were opened, the Grey Ladies began rendering 

similar service on the hospital wards, adapting these activities to the 

specific disability or illness of the patient. 

This program under direction of a limited professional Red Cross staff, 

assisted by many volunteers, continued without interruption in the larger 

military medical centers in this manner until the outbreak of World War 

II. Prior to this however it was obvious that we would inevitably be in¬ 

volved in the conflict and that an increase in recreation facilities was quite 

necessary. In the Annual Report of the American Red Cross, June 30, 

1941, is the following paragraph: 

“During the past year, plans were made for furnishing and equipping 65 

new hospital recreational buildings being erected by the Army. Motion 

picture equipment will be installed to augument the Red Cross program for 

patients. Plans were also developed for the erection by the Red Cross of 

administrative buildings at 62 Army Cantonments The recreation house 

will provide an assembly room for patients for the reception of friends 

and relatives and for medically approved recreation.’’ 

What was the program like in the early days of World War II? I happened 

to be stationed at North Sector General Hospital, Oahu, Hawaii during 

1942 through 1944 and this was my first contact with an organized recrea¬ 

tion program. So to refresh my memory, I wrote to the Red Cross worker 

who had conducted the recreation program at that time. She, by the way, 

is now the director of the Trenton, New Jersey L1SO Club. We had many 

patients, some of which had been badly injured in combat further out in 

the Pacific and had been hospitalized for a long period of time. These 

soldiers were also far away from the United States and homesickness was 

just as much of a problem then as it is now if not more so. As she recalls, 
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ihe Red Cross at that time had complete charge of the program. The local 

chapter of the Red Cross had a Grey Lady corps which reported daily to the 

hospital and assisted the staff on the wards and in the Recreation Hall. In 

addition there was a Junior Hostess corps of Island girls who came out to 

the hospital by bus about once a week for dances which were held in the 

Recreation Hall. For the ambulant patients, sight-seeing tours were organiz¬ 

ed and various games were available in the Recreation Hall, such as ping- 

pong, shuffle board, pool, etc., as well as movies. Practically every soldier 

wanted to make himself a grass skirt to send home, so weaving was most 

popular. For the bed patient, a number of bedside crafts were available 

such as leather work, weaving, picture framing, etc., as well as working with 

metals. Bedside games were also available and widely used. For the patient 

who was unable to participate in these activities due to his injuries, phono¬ 

graphs and records were furnished. Ward parties were held and group games 

were played such as bingo. Now and then a stateside program would come 

through. I remember vividly the appearance of Bob Hope, Jack Benny, and 

Betty Flutton. 

I am sure that this program was typical of many large army hospitals. 

This tremendous job which was undertaken by the Red Cross was of in¬ 

estimable benefit to the patient. The recreation program was a part of the 

hospital organization at home and abroad, even in areas quite close to 

the actual zone of combat. My next assignment took me to Okinawa in 

May of 1945, where again recreation facilities for the hospital patients 

were available and coordinated with the hospital program, although con¬ 

siderably more limited. 

Following the demobilization of the troops after World War II, discharge 

of patients to duty, civilian life, or to veterans hospitals for continuation 

of treatment, there tvas a corresponding reduction in the Red Cross hospital 

recreators. By this time however, it wras obvious that the Red Cross program 

of supervised and organized recreation in U. S. Military Hospitals was 

now an accepted function in such hospitals throughout the world. 

What brought about the acceptance of this program and the feeling that 

it was now an integral part of the hospital makeup? One factor certainly 

was the recognition by medical personnel of the value of recreation in es¬ 

tablishing and maintaining desirable patient morale. The patient not only 

expected but wanted such leisure opportunities and facilities in organized 

recreation. Certainly in the field of psychiatry, the value of recreation had 

been brought into sharp focus as an aid in the treatment of mental illness 

and its effect on recuperation and convalescence. 

Today, the recreation service for patients in military hospitals has become 

a most helpful ancillary service. Authority for the conduct of a recreation 

program for patients in military hospitals is contained in the directive 

of the Department of Defense and of the three branches of the Service; 

Army, Navy and Air Force. Statements from these regulations concerning 

this service include the following which I quote: 

“To plan, coordinate and conduct medically approved recreation, except 

the Library Service, in voluntary off-duty activities which are not a part of 

the required medical program, and may assist in recreational activities which 
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.ire a part of the medical program but which patients are not compelled to 

attend. (Dept, of the Army, August 30, 1955).” 

“The conduct and coordination of suitable recreation activities for 

patients is a part of the total program of service to the military provided 

by the Red Cross acting in its capacity as liaison between the community 

and the servicemen. The program is conducted with military medical ap¬ 

proval and in conformity with military regulations. (Dept, of the Navy, 

December 29, 1952).” 

Red Cross resident personnel are responsible for providing supplemental 

recreation service to patients in service hospitals. The functions of the 

workers are: 

(1) To plan and direct medically approved recreation services for bed 

patients and convalescents. 

(2) To arrange for and utilize the services of trained volunteers for the 

conduct of recreation for patients. 

(8) To represent the Commanding Officer in accepting, coordinating, 

and utilizing in the recreation program the suitable services offered 

by individuals and groups in the community. 

Using Womack Army Hospital, Fort Bragg, N. C. as an example, just 

what does the program consist of and how is it organized at the present 

time? 

The total recreation program for both patients and hospital staff is a 

cooperative function of the American National Red Cross Staff, The Army 

Special Services, and the Hospital Welfare Council. The latter is made up 

of representatives of the Nursing Service, Special Services (Library), Red 

Cross, and Patient Detachment Commanding Officer, and is usually headed 

bv the hospital Personnel Officer as chairman. 

The Council meets regularly and makes recommendations for staff and 

patient welfare which are then acted on by the Hospital Commander who 

can either approve or disapprove these recommendations. 

The Red Cross Staff, who have primary responsibility for patient recrea¬ 

tion as a part of the Red Cross Social Service program, consists of a Recrea¬ 

tion Supervisor who is responsible to the Red Cross Hospital Field Director, 

who in turn reports to the Hospital Commanding Officer. Our Recreation 

Supervisor and her staff of two Recreators and many volunteers from the 

Grey Lady group, plan and conduct a medically-approved program of recrea¬ 

tion for the ambulant and bed patients in the hospital. 

A weekly schedule of activities is prepared, some of which is highly organi¬ 

zed, while other portions are quite informal. Group and individual interests 

and specific patient disability are taken into consideration, and the program 

is scheduled in the patients’ recreation lounge and on the wards of the 

hospital. After clearance with ward medical personnel, the program is sub¬ 

mitted to the hospital Commanding Officer for his approval before being 

initiated. The schedule of all activities for the coming week is then mimeo¬ 

graphed and distributed to all patients for their information. 

To one unfamiliar with military hospitals, the question naturally arises 

as to why there are such a large number of ambulatory, seemingly-well 

patients present in the corridors and on the wards. The situation, however, 

is somewhat different from that found in the usual large civilian genera] 
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hospital. By experience we have learned that it is bad for troop morale to 

have men unable to do regular duty lounging around the barracks of a 

combat-ready unit. These soldiers are constantly participating in field ex¬ 

ercises and a convalescent soldier is unable on many occasions to give him¬ 

self proper care under these conditions. The inevitable residt is a relapse 

and re-hospitalization. It is, therefore, more economical for all concerned 

to retain military patients until they are able to go back on at least some 

type of duty status. The average patient stay at the present time is about 10.5 

days, but this includes all patient categories. I am sure that for the military 

patient, it is considerably longer. As an example, a tonsillectomy patient 

in a civilian hospital usually stays not more than 3 to 48 hours. In a 

military hospital, however, he would most likely be hospitalized for at least 

a week. 

In summary, I have tried to briefly outline the development of the recrea¬ 

tion program in military hospitals. This program has become of such im¬ 

portance in patient welfare and morale that I cannot feature a hospital 

now without such a program. The recreator is a necessary part of the team 

and has earned her place beside the other components of the organization. 

Perhaps in the future it may be of help to include the recreator in the 

regularly scheduled ward rounds such as is now standard practice with the 

Physical and Occupational Therapists. Time alone will furnish the answer 

to this, but one thing I am sure—the hospital recreator, like the automobile 

and airplane, is here to sta\. 

The WHY and WHAT of Recreation 
In Veterans Administration Hospitals 

James F. Conner, M.D. 

Director, Professional Services, VA Center, Kecoughtan, Va. 

It is my intention in this presentation to attempt to describe the evolution 

of the recreation program in our Veterans Administration hospitals and 

indicate the relationship to the history of application of recreation in our 

military hospitals, as presented by Dr. Conrad, and to recreation in our 

State and civilian hospitals, as will be presented by Dr. Meyer and Miss 

Cannon, who will follow me. I plan to sketch the history of recreation in 

the Veterans Administration medical program in general, to discuss some of 

the medical philosophy in relation to recreation, and finally describe the 

practical application of the recreation program at the Veterans Administra¬ 

tion Center with which I am associated. 

Dr. Conrad has very clearly presented the early history of recreation in 

hospitals and has described the very important pioneering role that has been 

played in this area by the American Red Cross working with our military 

services. 

During the interval between WWI and VVVVI1, primarily the decade from 

1920-1930, the Veterans Administration hospital program was relatively static, 

but at the same time began instituting some progressive ideas and innova¬ 

tions. including the introduction of recreation on a more formal basis into 
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our hospital settings. The Veterans Administration followed the lead of the 

military service in this regard. 1930 was a very significant year in the history 

of veterans’ affairs, for it was the year in which laws were passed by Congress 

which consolidated all of the federal government agencies and bureaus con¬ 

cerned with veterans under one agency head and established this agency as 

the Veterans Administration. The period between 1930 and 1945 then wit¬ 

nessed continued progress in the development of the quality and scope of 

the Veterans Administration program, although the tremendous expansion 

and growth to the present magnitude did not take place until after WW II. 

During this period between 1930 & 1945, recreation in the Veterans Admin¬ 

istration was an honest and sincere effort, but still, to a large extent, a frag¬ 

mentary offer of diversion to the hospitalized veterans. There were wide 

variations, depending on local facilities and attitudes and the generosity of 

non-government resources. During this period, recreation had not achieved, 

in most settings, the status of a vital function in the medical program. The 

recreation staff in most hospitals consisted of a single recreation aide, direc¬ 

tor, or physical director, in contrast to the present staffing pattern which 

will be described in more detail. 

The termination of WW II in 1945 brought a sudden demand upon the 

Veterans Administration to provide medical care for the millions of eligible 

veterans being released from the military service. The Veterans Administra¬ 

tion underwent a dramatic metamorphosis and expansion. I believe that the 

outstanding success of the tremendous mission is now part of our history 

and tradition which is known to most all citizens of this country. Certainly 

all of those engaged in the field of hospital and medical practice have knowl¬ 

edge of not only the quantity, but the high quality of medical care this pro¬ 

gram is providing our eligible veteran population, and also are aware of 

its very considerable contribution to medical science in the fields of education 

and research. It may be of interest to some of you to have a few figures illus¬ 

trating the magnitude of this medical operation. The Veterans Adminis¬ 

tration operates 171 hospitals, having an operating bed capacity of 125,000, 

and 17 domiciliaries with a total of 17,000 beds. The Department of Medi¬ 

cine and Surgery employs 138,000 people, includes 4600 full-time doctors, 

2500 residents, 14,000 nurses, and 1780 Special Service employees, two-thirds 

of whom are in recreation. Whenever VA hospitals are located within prac¬ 

tical reach of our medical schools, there exists a close affiliation and integra¬ 

tion under the Deans’ Committee program. This arrangement has assured 

the highest possible quality of medical care to our patients and also the 

appropriate utilization of these vast clinical and laboratory resources in the 

interest of advancement of medical education and of the art and science of 

medicine. There is extensive collaboration in the area of training, not only 

of doctors, but technicians and specialists in all of the disciplines including 

recreation. 

I believe that even more than the scope and magnitude of this medical 

program, the basic philosophy which underlies it is more pertinent to the 

subject with which this panel is concerned. The basic concept and policy of 

the Veterans Administration has been that our goal is to provide the best 

possible care for the patient as an individual and not just for a particular 

disease or condition he may have. Accordingly, the philosophy of compre- 
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hensive practice of medicine, which is becoming such a popular concept 

today, became a fundamental principle in the planning and development 

of the post-war VA medical program. I believe it will be immediately appar¬ 

ent to anyone visiting our hospitals that they are not only monuments of 

modern science, but also are pervaded with an atmosphere that recognizes 

the importance of the dignity and stature of the patient as an individual. 

This philosophy of concern for the whole patient, of course, demands the 

application of the inter-disciplinary or team approach in the environment 

of the modern hospital. I believe 1 can best present this picture to you by 

presenting some tables of organization charts which. 1 believe, will indicate 

clearly where the field of recreation fits into our medical organization. 

ACTIVITIES FOR DOMICILIARY MEMBERS 

UNLIMITED ACTIVITY—GROUP I 

Horseshoes 

Volleyball 

Basket Goal Shooting 

Softball 

Weight Lifting 

Striking Bag 

Baseball Catch 

Table Tennis 

Boating 

Group Sports Activities 

Fishing 

Stage Scenery 

(Construction) 

Woodworking 

Golf 

Shuffleboard 

Croquet 

Ceramics 

LIMITED ACTIVITY—GROUP II 

Leathercraft 

Basketry 

Vine Craft 

Radio 

Plastics 

Lineoleum Block 

Strip Craft 

Stage Production 

Horserace Games 

Newspaper Distribution 

RESTRICTED ACTIVITY—GROUP III 

Prediction Contest 

Sports Clinics 

Sports Events 

(On &: Off station) 

Weaving 

Photography 

Shellcraft 

35 R: 16 mm features 

Short Subjects 

News 

Parties 

Outings 

Card Games 

Checkers 

Stamp Clubs 

Discussion Clubs 

Press Club 

Bird Watching Club 

Ship identification Club 

Play Reading 

Makeup 

Disc Jockey 

Live & Transcribed Progs. 

Radio Production Groups 

Tape Recording Activities 

Writing (Newspapers) 

Reporting (Newspapers) 

Production (Newspapers) 

Bands 

Orchestras 

Glee Clubs 

Quartets 

Community Sings 

Concerts 

Quizzes 

Recordings 

Instruction 

Recitals 

(On & Off Station) 

Newspaper Reading Room 

Current Magazines 

Discussion Groups 
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Chess 

Dominoes 

Various Quiz Games 

Stencil Preparation 

Stencil Art Work 

Research 

Hospital Writers Proj. 

Literary Clubs 

Book Review Clubs 

Publicity 

TV Viewing in Day Rooms, Sections, Recreation Halls as well as scheduled 

and impromptu viewing. 

FOR THE BLIND 

Bowling (Nat'l Victory Quizzes 

Bowlers’ League Contest) 

(Initiation Fish Fries 

Fishing 

The remaining portion of my presentation will pertain more specifically 

to the recreation program at our VA Center at Kecoughtan, Va. For the 

benefit of those of you to whom this Indian name may have little geographi¬ 

cal significance, I will digress a moment and locate Kecoughtan historically 

and geographically. It is an historical site on the northern shore of Hampton 

Roads, best known as a naval anchorage. This is a body of water formed by 

the confluence of the James River, Elizabeth River, which join the Chesa¬ 

peake Bay at Old Point, and empty into the Atlantic Ocean, between Cape 

Charles and Cape Henry. Historically, this was one of the first spots of land 

touched by our colonial ancestors in 1608 when the famous Capt. John Smith 

met the Kecoughtan Indians at this location, including the very famous 

Indian princess, Pocahontas. The locality is rich in colonial history. Every 

school youngster knows the history of Jamestown, Yorktown, and Williams¬ 

burg and the many historical events connected with the Civil War that took 

place in this general locality, including the famous battle of the Monitor 

and the Merrimac on Hampton Roads. Next in historical significance per¬ 

taining to this particular locality is the existence of a girls’ school on the 

northern shore of Hampton Roads in the early post-Civil War days. With 

the termination of this tragic war between the states, the federal government 

embarked upon the establishment of homes for disabled volunteer soldiers 

of this war. They selected the site at Kecoughtan and acquired this school 

for this purpose and it became known as the Southern Branch of the Homes 

for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. Over the years, the original school buildings 

have been utilized and many new ones have been added to this institution 

expanded with the development of the Veterans Administration. The Center 

consists of a 570 bed general medical and surgical hospital and a 1200 bed 

domiciliary home. The most significant development which has affected this 

institution in recent years has been the inordinate aging of our veteran 

population with the increasing proportion of chronic disease and long-term 

illness. The average age of the veterans in the home section of this Center is 

63; average age of our hospitalized patient is 58. The hospital is a typical 

general medical and surgical hospital which serves not only the veterans of 

the Center, but also the veteran population of the surrounding area. 

The hospital population may be divided into two major groups. The 
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relatively short-term, acutely ill patient is admitted to one of the clinical 

services for what is ordinarily expected to be specific or definitive treatment. 

Approximately 60% of the patients in our hospital are in this category. This 

does not mean however, that this percentage of patients are in the hospital 

only a few days. Many of them have very complex conditions which tax the 

scientific resources of our hospitals to the limit and may require many days, 

weeks, or perhaps months of highly specialized hospital treatment. 

The remaining 40% may be grouped generally as long-term patients. 

We use this term to signify not just temporal relationships, but also in¬ 

clude in its meaning, patients for whom there is no reasonable expectation 

for specific, definitive cure, but who require prolonged hospital treatment, 

comprehensive in scope, including extensive rehabilitation services and a 

coordinated and integrated recreation program. 

All programs that are designed for integration into our comprehensive 

treatment plan must take into account the differences between these two 

groups. Obviously, the medical management has a definite goal on the one 

hand, versus one of control, regulation, and preventive maintenance on the 

other. While we find long-term patients being cared for in all of the clinical 

services of our hospital, we have found it most advantageous, in so far as 

possible, to group these patients into separate sections, as I have previously 

noted in the discussion of the organizational structure of Professional Ser¬ 

vices. The primary reason for this is not the convenience of the staff concern¬ 

ed. but so that the environmental aspects of the patient’s treatment can be 

organized more effectively in relation to his particular needs. 

Coming back to the subject of recreation and how it fits into this scheme 

of hospital organization, 1 feel I must first describe our concept of recrea¬ 

tion. ft is obvious from what I have already indicated regarding the prom¬ 

inent position that this field has in our professional organization, that we 

look upon recreation as something far more meaningful and significant than 

mere diversion or entertainment to fill in the gap of time. We have come to 

appreciate that recreation in the broad sense is an integral part of one’s life, 

beginning soon after birth and continuing throughout life. I do not need 

to expand upon this point to this audience. The fact that one is sick and 

in the hospital does not eliminate this basic need. It only alters the con¬ 

dition of the individual and the immediate environment under which the 

need must be met. This is the philosophy and attitude which we undertake 

to promote among our hospital staff. It is our conviction that as certainly 

as we must plan for the patient to assume increasing independence in his 

self-care, as he recovers from illness, that he should likewise be expected 

to resume some recreational activity as he progresses toward normal living. 

We consider that this philosophy is quite appropriate to the modern trend 

of progressive and comprehensive treatment and takes advantage of those 

positive factors associated with increasing activity and motivation which 

have a favorable effect upon body metabolism, circulation, healing processes, 

morale and general well-being. Based on this concept, the doctor’s pre¬ 

scription must then include an adequate portion of recreation as needed 

by the patient as an individual as well as a member of a group. 

It must be appreciated that the patient may have very little insight or 

concept of the relationship of the prescribed recreation to his total therapy 
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There is no less a need for education of the patient in this regard than there 

is for his education as to the meaning and importance of all other aspects 

of his treatment. It is now a widely accepted principle of medical practice 

that the effectiveness of a treatment program depends in a large measure 

upon the patient’s cooperation and acceptance, and that patient education 

is requisite to this goal. Education in the therapeutic value of recreational 

activities is often the more difficult because many patients have a very limited 

concept of or experience with recreation in general. For many hard working 

individuals life, for the most part, consists of long hours of work with a 

very minimal amount of time for recreation, other than an occasional ball 

game, picnic, or T.V. Re-education on a broader basis to the processes of 

recreation as they have application to his changed life’s status as a patient 

is a most challenging problem. It is one thing for us to prescribe a particular 

recreational activity on a conviction that it is essential to the patient’s 

holistic welfare, and another thing for the patient to understand, appreciate 

and accept this. 

Dr. Karl Menninger of the Menninger Clinic believes that the physician 

should prescribe recreation as part of the patient’s treatment, with the 

following aims: 

(1) To direct troublesome feelings into socially approved outlet. 

(2) To provide an opportunity for creative experience. 

(3) To provide socialization by group activities. 

The Chief, Special Service, the Chief, Recreation and the staff must plan 

a recreation program with a very broad base, with great flexibility and in¬ 

genuity in order that the doctor’s prescription for recreation as appropriate 

to the needs of each patient, in all the categories I have described, may be 

met. Thinking and planning must be geared to the needs of the acutely 

ill patient who is recovering from the acute phase of his illness, whose 

physical limitations are extreme though perhaps temporary and changing 

from day to day. Recreation has its place in a very modified and passive 

form in the earliest stages and then may rapidly progress through the 

gamut of activities as the patient responds, becomes ambulant and then pre¬ 

pares to leave the hospital. The demands for this type of patient are more 

for their tonic effects and temporary diversion without as much meaning in 

terms of the personal and social needs as may be the case for the more 

complicated long-term patient who threatens to become institutionalized. 

As we move into the area of the longer-term patient, we encounter the 

more urgent need for motivating activities to assist the other modalities of 

treatment in improving not only physical, but mental and emotional tone, 

and social outlook. Particularly is there need for stimulation of constructive 

activity by the patient which will once again restore to him a sense of im¬ 

portance, improve his self-appraisal, his dignity and his ambition. The 

Recreational Therapist must dip into the resources of the library, of art, 

of music, of sports, of education—the many fields that represent human 

culture and interest. All of this must be nicely fitted into the comprehensive 

plan for the patient’s management and rehabilitation goals and into the 

complex logistics of the ward area. Of great importance are the recreational 

activities that encourage active participation by the patient. This type of 

recreation is most effective in enhancing the patient’s attitudes toward the 
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future, thereby improves bis cooperation with the treatment plan, and 

fosters self-confidence. 

A most significant element of this type of recreational activity is the social 

inter-action which accompanies active participation, particularly in group 

activity. I do not need to mention the value of introducing some competi¬ 

tive aspects into such activities. It seems to me that whenever we think of 

applying recreation as a therapeutic medium, that we can be guided by the 

role that such activity has to play in our ordinary lives, and endeavor to 

introduce this same constructive force into the lives of our hospitalized 

patients. 

I do not believe that technique and methods and tools of recreation, so 

to speak, are nearly as important, nor ever as great a deficiency, as are trained 

people with the proper attitudes and ability to plan, organize and apply these 

resources in a hospital setting. 

The more I have gained experience in the application of the team ap¬ 

proach to the development of progressive and comprehensive patient care, 

the more I have realized that the keynote of success is strict attention to the 

processes of planning, organization, communication and evaluation. The 

most effective means we have found for coordinating all of the hospital 

resources into a comprehensive treatment plan which will include recreation, 

are patient-centered multi-disciplinary staff conferences which review in¬ 

dividual patients from all aspects and measure the treatment plan and pro¬ 

gram against the patient’s goal and the results being achieved. Different 

terms are used to describe this staff function, such as “Patient Planning Com¬ 

mittee” or "Patient Evaluation Committee”. 

Time does not permit and I would not presume upon the greater ex¬ 

perience of this audience to discuss the technical details of the recreational 

activities appropriate to our different groups of long-term patients. Again, 

the general principle applies that these activities must be coordinated with 

the patient’s level of physical and mental capabilities and potentialities. 

So once again, we run somewhat the gamut of the wide range of activities 

from passive and cpiiet type, such as reading, up to the very noisy and 

lively rhythm band. Motion and noise, of course, are not necessarily a 

measure of effective recreation, although non-initiated visitors sometimes so 

interpret the subject of recreation and do not appreciate the value of any¬ 

thing other than a party with all the trimmings. 

We have found it particularly advantageous to have appropriate space 

available, close by the wards where our long-term patients are located, 

for multiple activity purposes. While it is important that patients be taken 

out of the ward environment into the community on picnics, visits, educa¬ 

tional tours, sporting events and the like, as appropriate, it is equally im¬ 

portant the environment in which they live be adapted for the day to day 

activities which are likewise important to their emotional and physical 

welfare and progress. In many respects, as I have observed the day-room 

adjoining our Intermediate Service ward, which is shared space on the 

other side of a partition with the Corrective Therapy, or “ward gym”, I 

have been reminded of the atmosphere of the YMCA for youngsters. The 

same principles of exercise, activity, social interaction—recreation in the 

broad sense, are being applied in each setting, adapted for the young. 
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healthy, growing youngster on the one hand, and tor the chronically ill 

and disabled oldster on the other. A little reflection on this analogy will 

permit you to identify some additional parallels of purpose and basic motives. 

As I have indicated, the three phases of our medical program at Kecough- 

tan are namely, the acute general hospital program, the Intermediate or 

long-term patient program, and the domiciliary program. I have devoted this 

discussion primarily to the first two phases, as this panel is committed to a 

discussion of recreation in the hospital. I will only very briefly refer to 

this 3rd phase, the domiciliary program. The domiciliary members, as we 

call him, differs from our hospital patient only in terms of his requirement 

for medical care. He is a little bit older on the average. He has the same 

underlying chronic or incurable condition with a degree of disability, which, 

combined with the other social and economic factors make him unem¬ 

ployable and dependent upon the institution. He requires much in the way 

of medical supervision and control. He requires a great deal of our restora¬ 

tive services to maintain him, if not rehabilitate him, and even more than 

many of our long-term patients, is the defeated individual whose accep¬ 

tance of the institutional life has been acceptance or defeat as an independent 

citizen in society. 

Thus it is that recreation again has a tremendous challenge in joining 

hands with the other modalities of medical treatment for these individuals 

which has as its goal restoration of self-esteem, dignity, hope, ambition, ac¬ 

ceptance of certain physical and mental limitations. The extent to which 

appropriate recreation can improve attitudes and interests and perhaps 

develop even new and unsuspected talents and interests, may be the most 

important contribution that the comprehensive plan of treatment can make 

toward rehabilitation of many of our domiciliary members. None the less 

important for the greater majority whose potential does not permit this goal, 

is the effectiveness of a well-rounded recreation program in improving the 

way of life for those who must live out their remaining years in the institu¬ 

tion. 

The very extensive recreation program in operation in our domiciliary 

section is shown in the following table: 

I wish to express my appreciation for the honor and privilege of making 

this presentation and participating in this panel discussion. I trust that the 

subject matter I have presented will serve to stimulate your interest and 

questions and protide some points for later discussion by our panel. 
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Psychiatric Preparation For Rehabilitation 
Of The Chronic Mentally III 

By 

Marianne S. Breslin, M.D. 

Clinical Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Chapel Hill 

Address given at the Charlotte Conference 

of the North Carolina Recreation Society, 

November, I960 

In recent years mental patients are being successfully rehabilitated in 

increasing numbers even against terrific odds. The reason for this is not only 

due to the introduction of tranquilizers in the treatment of the mentally 

ill. but due to better trained hospital staff, utilization of volunteers in state 

hospital programs, better community programs, and an increased interest 

of the public in mental disease. 

Psychiatric rehabilitation is not just a matter of treating the patient, it 

is as much a matter of the patient’s family and a matter that should concern 

the community. It is the great challenge. Rehabilitaion is also concerned 

with the prevention of recurrence of mental illness. The hopsital not only 

has the responsibility of offering complete psychiatric services for treatment 

leading to rehabilitation of the patient but also has the obligation to offer 

services after discharge of the patient o mainain a continued treatment plan 

and to support the patient in his struggle of adjustment. 

When hospitalized, one finds that these patients have developed fairly 

permanent deep-seated peculiar behavior patterns. Very ofte nthe adjustment 

to the hospital routine is the very first successful adjustment some of these 

patients have made anywhere. With the chronic patients the main task is o 

rebuild at all levels of personality integration and function. In order to do 

this treatment must be aimed at disrupting the old pahological behavior 

patterns substituting healthier close to normal adjustment, patterns. There 

is reason to believe that many chronic schizophrenic paients are able to learn 

by progressive maturation to become self-supporting or partially self-support¬ 

ing if given the opportunity for a continued rehabilitation program. It has 

to be kept in mind that chronic mental illness may diminish but does not 

destroy the capacity of the patient to enter into meaningful human rela- 

ionships. The ataraxic drugs have played a significant role in stabilizing 

many of our patients and have certainly facilitated the release of prolonged 

cases but it should also be remembered that the hospital environment may 

have an educational value to the patient. The patient must be educated to 

accept society and society must be educated to accept the patient. This 

would create a climate of understanding and acceptance so necessary for 

recovery. The personnel in the hospital is trained to show an understanding 

of human needs and a “matter of fact” attitude toward any of die many 

incredible situations which may occur. In rehabilitation of chronic mental 

patients the atmosphere or climate of the environment seems important. 

This climate is created by the attitude of the personnel in all departments 

of the hospital. One goal of treatment should be to establish an atmosphere 

which makes it possible for the patient to re-establish relaionships as well as 
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find emotional support on different levels. For example, some patients may 

view the personnel as persons representing the permissive aspect of society 

toward the patient, whereas others may see more of a restrictive and au¬ 

thoritative agency in the personnel. It is important to study the patient’s 

reaction pattern to his environment in regard to his attitude and expectancies 

of others. Which are the factors which will have to be given consideration 

in influencing a patient's adjustment potential to his environment favorably? 

Education and intelligence are helpful but not most important; however, 

they are correlated and to some extent facilitate our efforts in rehabilitating 

a chronic patient. The most important factor in influencing the adjustment 

potential seems to be as to how much emotional suppor of his needs the 

patient can get from the environment. 

The re-clidscovery of what used to be called “moral treatment” or “milieu 

therapy” or is now being called “Therapeutic community” and dis one of 

the most important recent developments in psychiatric treatment. A State 

Asylum in England was considered a “haven for wandering spirits” around 

1850, a self-sufficient small community of its own. The superintendent was 

viewed as a firm but kind father. His authority and integrity were never 

questioned. In a way this was a reproduction ot the family situation in an 

authoritative setting. Usually patients could function well under this regime. 

Onlv later on towards the turn of the century this approach was lost and 

mental institutions became what some have described as “storehouses” for 

mental patients who were offered custodial care. Today, again attitudes have 

changed and the mental hospital has assumed a role of obligation towards 

every patient and treats him as an individual to protect him from social de¬ 

terioration and to explore every possible way to help him toward recovery. 

The idea is not simply to take care of the patient and do everything for 

him. thus condemning him to inertia and inactiveness but to encourage the 

patient to do essentially for himself whatever he is able to do, starting him 

off with simple tasks such as dressing himself, making his own bed and parti¬ 

cipating in the work on the ward which has to be done. Later on this ap¬ 

proach can be enlarged by an assignment by the industrial therapist to 

some type of work within the hospital away from the ward on which the 

patient is residing. 

Attitudes of the staff are always being transmitted non-verbally to the 

patient. If the aides feel a patien is too sick and impaired to do anything 

for himself, the patient inevitably will react with passive acceptance of 

being cared for and any initiative lie possibly had will be stifled. On the 

other hand, if the personnel expects the patient to take care of certain 

matters himself, they usually will comply and show more interest in other 

activities ranging from matters concerning personal hygiene and appearance 

to outside interests such as interest perhaps in another patient. This is an 

almost still untapped source of therapeutic assistance to the patient them¬ 

selves. They can influence one another towards a more socially acceptable 

behavior. Of course mental illness may be influenced or modified through 

establishment of better inter-personal relationships. Patients themselves have 

actually talked about “hospitalization in a mental institution being an edu¬ 

cational experience”. 

We may ask now how do we work best together in a hospital to provide 
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the patient with a therapeutic environment to further inter-personal ex¬ 

periences of the patient to become helpful in the course of his recovery. It 

appears best to utilize the hohspital staff of all departments as a treatment 

team with different functional units. Upon admission of a patient he will 

be carefully evaluated, diagnosed and a treatment plan will be developed. 

This treatment plan may have to be revised periodically and dthe goal of 

treatment may have to be revised too. Each member of the staff has a certain 

place in this treatment plan to assist the patient towards recovery. It is a 

psychiatric theoretical conception that social environment and attitudes of 

personnel can be altered to bring about positive changes in the perception, 

thinking processes, emotions and behavior of the mentally ill. Psychoanalytic 

principles have been adopted to hospital care of the psychiatric patient as 

proposed by Simmel and Menninger and are utilized through the design of 

a therapeutic milieu. The ward physician will prescribe the milieu with the 

assistance of team members during weekly or bi-weekly ward team meetings 

to which members of other dedpartments are invited in order to provide a 

consistent team approach which we hope will aid in the resolution of the 

patients conflicts. 

Occupational Therapists, recreators, nurses and nurses aides have a very 

ilose relationship with the patient. They are in need of support of this 

relationship which can be done by weekly meetings only. These relationships 

from time to time should be re-evaluated in such a way that these relation¬ 

ships become of greater importance and greater therapeutic value to the 

patient. In support these relationships ego satisfaction will create an atmos¬ 

phere of optimism and interdependence so necessary to release the maximum 

therapeutic potential of the hospital. Some transactions may be oriented 

towards a particular patient, groups of patients or towards a particular goal. 

To increase the therapeutic effect of the team, it should be attempted to 

correct, counteract or cope with certain illness maintaining processes current 

in the hospital. I want to mention just a few of this negative machanisms: 

the lack of an optimistic attitude, an attitude of “this patient can't be helped 

any how” and “he his just hopeless”, etc. No patient can get well in an 

atmosphere of a negative and pessimistic attitude. 

To further assist several specific management devices may be kept in mind. 

Such devices are intended to correct disturbances in the aggressive drive by 

encouraging direct verbal expressions of conscious hostility and by encourag¬ 

ing sublimations and relief from guilt. To correct disturbances in other areas 

such as the oral dependent and oral aggressive, the patient may be approach¬ 

ed with a loving care attitude. He may be encouraged to earn love, to accept 

substitutions which may be offered for passive feminine identifications in 

men or for aggressive masculine identification in women. The patient may 

be encouraged to seek socially acceptable narcissistic gratification or to use 

socially acceptable compulsive defenses. If one of these mangement ap¬ 

proaches has been selected in working with an individual patient, this 

should be communicated not only to all members of the ward team but also 

to workers in other areas such as the occupational therapy department and 

the recreation department, who also will adopt the prescribed attitudes 

toward the patient by making recpiests of him in a particular manner, an- 
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swering his questions in an appropriate way and adopting a specific attitude 

toward privileges and restrictions. 

Other important points to be kept in mind is the attendance to his re¬ 

lationships with other patients and by prescribing specific adjunctive acti¬ 

vities. Thus a culture similar to that of the community is established on the 

ward as an important facet of the therapeutic milieu. Several patient groups 

may contribute to this but the most effective and extensive perhaps is the 

patient government. This is an organization of all patients set up on the 

ward directed by an executive council of usually five patients with weekly 

meetings including a business session and a program andd a social period. 

The ward physician, psychiatric aides and other members of the hospital 

team may be invited for group discussions. To further this democratic 

process and to approximate the social controls of the ward community, other 

patient groups may form within the hospital according to their interests, 

such as art, painting, newspapers, or music. Numerous activities within the 

hospital allow the patient to participate in groups similar to those within 

their own communities. Through church services, libraries, occupational 

therapy, and recreation activities, the patients meet realistic but challeng¬ 

ing situations. 

There is a danger of fragmentation of the social structure within the 

hospital. Disorganization, lack of coordination and communication between 

the various parts of the hospital influence unfavorably the therapeutic 

climate. Misunderstanding, lack of clarification, isolation and distance of 

the personnel from the patients create greater gaps. At times the patients 

are being overwhelmed with restrictions, prohibitions, limitations, formal 

and informal, that circumscribe their relations with each other. Social dis¬ 

tance tends to encourage impersonality, lack of spontaneity and lead to con¬ 

tempt and callousness in their relations with patients. Apathy and inertia 

of the staff due to lack of support from the administration may lead often 

to an inability to start and to sustain projects or programs. New ideas are 

met with resistance by the personnel frequently if they require more than 

routine effort. Another factor detrimental to patients progress is what one 

may call segmentalization of patients. By this I mean department caters to 

a certain aspect of each patient; however, they do not work together. The 

psychiatrist, for example, attended to the mind; the nurse and attendants to 

the ward living and day by day activities, and the occupational therapist 

and recreator to handicrafts and recreational skills, and the social worker 

to the family. However, they fail to communicate. These are some of the 

factors which may be favoring an illness maintaining process and should be 

recognized, should be avoided and should be dealt with in an appropriate 

manner in order to insure the best therapeutic climate possible for patients, 

to create an atmosphere suitable for recovery which is supportive but not 

The goal in preparing a chronic mentally ill patient for rehabilitation is 

suffocating which helps to re-establish inter-personal relations with others 

easily, which leads to a desirable social climate where the patient is able to 

live up to his responsibility towards the group by adhering to general social 

standards and conduct. An atmosphere of optimism but reality oriented 

where the patient is given an opportunity to gradually mature, to grow up, 

to learn to accept more responsibility for himself, to become more productive 

and less dependent. Dependency is one of the manifestations why patients 
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often prefer to stay in the hospital. I hey are satisfied with the current social 

arrangement of the hospital. Furthermore another goal should be the re¬ 

establishment of good family relations. This is to insure care and acceptance 

of the patient after he leaves the hospital. There is still room for improve¬ 

ment in this area. 

Thus the most important psychiatric preparation within the hospital 

seems to be a progressive mutually agreed change in the allocation of the 

responsibilities between the nurse or other staff members and the patient. 

This is essential if the relationship is to remain stable and the patient is to 

improve. This change is similar to the periodic, progressive reallocation of 

responsibilities that occurs in the child-parent relationship as the child ma¬ 

tures and in the teacher-pupil relationship as the pupil progresses. Where, 

for any reason and there are many reasons which we need not go into here— 

the nurse or another important member of the staff does not or is unable 

to relinquish responsibility to the patient, this status can be maintained only 

by the application of external controls. The giving up or handing over of 

responsibility to some other person within our enterprise is seen as a loss of 

status. Any loss of status is felt as a threat to the self and is resisted by the 

loser. A threat to the self occurs any time our position within a group or 

society is lowered by decreasing our responsibility and functional contri¬ 

bution particularly when such a change is not undedrstood as being necessary 

to the attainment of the goal. To counteract the loss of status and self-esteem 

three types of changes are indicated. 1. The establishing of more effective 

channels of communication, 2. bolstering the aides and other staff members 

self-esteem and, 3. to attempt to create a feeling that each member of the 

staff is an integral part of the program. 

Treatment through activity and relationship provides the patient with an 

unique experience within the hospital and thus makes rehabilitation pos¬ 

sible. At the end 1 would like to close my remarks by quoting Fedor Dosto- 

jewski: Humane treatment may raise up one in whom the divine image has 

long been obscured. It is with the unfortunate above all that humane con¬ 

duct is necessary. 

Recreation In A Psychiatric Hospital 

Robert N. Harper, M.D. 

Clinical Director, State Hospital, Raleigh, N. C. 

Hello. I tvanted to talk with you all this morning about the needs of 

psychiatry for recreation. In these modern days, psychiatry embraces a 

wide field, and in each of its areas we consider recreation of tremendous 

importance. However, this morning I should like to make it clear that I 

speak from the standpoint of a State Hospital psychiatrist who deals with 

large numbers of institutionalized psychotic patients, most of whom are 

legally committed. This type of practice differs dramatically from student 
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health psychiatry for example, or psychiatry as practiced in a general 

hospital. 

The patients in a State Hospital are those who have had to resort to a 

psychotic method of adaptation. It is well known to this group that all 

people have problems. Many attempt to solve these problems with psycho¬ 

somatic mechanisms such as high blood pressure, dysmenorrhea or peptic 

ulcer. Others with neurotic mechanisms such as depression, phobias and 

so forth. Still others develop personality disorders and come into open 

conflict with society. The patients in a State Hospital have had problems 

arising from external and internal stress to which they have not been able 

to adapt with the above mechanisms. For this reason they have retreated 

from reality into a dream world of their own. They present a great variety 

of symptoms, but one thing they have in common is that they have broken 

with reality and to a large extent, their day dreams to them are real. 

Psychiatry is developing many new and promising techniques for treat¬ 

ing the psychotic. However, these therapies serve only to start the patient 

back on the road toward reality and recovery. It is here that we actively 

seek the help of the recreator in assisting the emotionally ill in their re¬ 

socialization. We feel that recreation has much to offer in helping these 

people with impaired interpersonal relationships, learn again to fit into 

society in a role of mutual respect. I should like to emphasize that with 

psychiatric patients, our goal is not simply recovery from the psychosis 

and return to the home environment, but is our hope that the psychotic 

experience and the subsequent rehabilitation can be a useful experience 

for the patient and that they can learn among other things, how to manage 

their affairs better in the future so as to prevent a recurrence of the mental 

illness. 

Primarily, our patients fall into two broad categories. The first is the 

newly admitted psychiatric patient. Here indeed is a stranger in a strange 

land, a patient who probably does not even agree that he needs hospitaliza¬ 

tion, but who in many cases was sent to the hospital against his will by 

his family and physician, often with the assistance of the Sheriff’s Depart¬ 

ment. He then finds himself lodged on a crowded admission ward with 

strangers whom he believes to be “crazy”. It is here during bis early days 

that we feel that the recreation department can make an excellent contri¬ 

bution by helping the new patient to get to know his fellow patients and 

the hospital personnel in a familiar setting of recreation which perhaps 

brings back recollections of previous days of more successful adaptation. 

A widely held theory very frequently substantiated by the patients them¬ 

selves, is that there is a great deal of therapeutic benefit in the patients 

realizing that the other patients on the ward are people like himself and 

that in spite of their illnesses, he can like and respect them and that they 

in turn can like and respect him. This we call universalization. In addition, 

the newly admitted psychiatric patient has a great deal of tension, hos¬ 

tility, and other emotions for which recreation, particularly competitive 

sports, can offer excellent opportunities for sublimation. It is far healthier 

for this type of energy to be directed toward swinging a baseball bat or 

jumping for a basketball than to come forth in hostile outbursts on the 

ward with subsequent complicating repercussions. 
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The second type of patient with whom we deal in the State Hospital is 

the so-called “back ward” patient. I should prefer, however, the term “new 

back ward patient”. Formerly our back wards were listed as overactive or 

untidy wards. On the overactive wards, there was frequent assaultiveness, 

fighting and yelling with a great use of seclusion rooms. Active recreation 

therapy in these areas was extremely limited. Other back wards called 

untidy were characterized by patients sitting around on the floor, often 

incontinent and in various stages of undress. These patients, too, were 

considered unsuitable for recreation. This picture, however, is changing 

and changing rapidly. There are many reasons involved, but perhaps the 

most outstanding is the advent of the new tranquilizing drugs and their 

mass application to the State Hospital patient. Now on our back wards 

we find that the patients are primarily tidy, no longer abusive or with¬ 

drawn, but instead are awakening and looking around for some way to 

establish some meaningful human contact. These patients are returning to 

reality. They are grasping for and begging for acceptance by other patients 

and by the personnel, for an understanding of themselves as individuals 

and further, they are looking and needing a way to express their feelings 

and to test their environment in a way to help themselves again get a grasp 

of reality. 

It is with these newly tranquilized patients who are making their first 

feeble steps back toward recovery and rehabilitation that we are desperately 

in need of more recreational activity. 

Perhaps this would be a good place for me to mention the role of the 

recreator as 1 see it. The recreator should help his patients with recreation. 

He does and should treat them as fellow human beings in whom he is 

genuinely interested. However, I should like to warn against a common 

pitfall which is a frequent trap for those working with mental patients. 

That is the temptation to forget one's primary task and to enter into indi¬ 

vidual psychotherapy with one or two patients. There is no doubt but that 

patients, as they begin to relate to the recreator and to withdraw further 

from their psychosis, will with increasing frequency have what we call 

lucid intervals. During these times they will reveal to the recreator or some¬ 

one else whom they trust and in whom they have confidence, various details 

of their early life which one cannot help but feel are quite significant to the 

patient. This is the trap I have mentioned. The temptation to pursue this 

recounting of early life in an attempt to help the individual patient solve 

his personality problems. I am sure that many recreators are quite capable 

of doing this type of psychotherapy and doing it well. However, I am 

equally sure that concentrated attention on one or two patients results in the 

neglect of many scores of other patients. I wish to emphasize that the recrea¬ 

tor is a valuable member of the team and that he should keep in mind his 

responsibility to the total enterprise so as to further the common objective, 

the complete recovery of as many patients as possible. 

I should next like to speak briefly about recreation as we now see it at 

the State Hospital at Raleigh. I will not attempt to enumerate or enlarge 

upon the various types of activities provided, but to mention those which 

offer the opportunities for further research, particularly in line of making 

recreation more scientific as suggested by Dr. Grace. First, in the organized 
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games, we are at present not quite sure just which type patient benefits 

more from more vigorous, competitive activity and which type may well be 

more disturbed by this type of activity. This is an area for further investi¬ 

gation which could result in much more efficient utilization of our talents. 

Another area pleading for further investigation is the showing of movies 

to the patient population. In our hospital this is done both on the ward 

and in a central theater. It was observed recently by one of the psychiatric 

residents that there was an increase in seclusion rates, fights, and other 

outbursts of activity, plus a delay into going into insulin coma, on the in¬ 

sulin treatment units following the showing of a movie, “Blackboard Jungle,” 

which was interpreted by many as displaying some raw, primitive emotions. 

This psychiatric resident carried this investigation further and felt con¬ 

vinced that there was a correlation between overactivity on the wards and 

the type of movies shown to the patients. This is of particular interest not 

only in that if we discover and confirm the fact that movies of violence upsets 

the patient population, we can then avoid such movies, but there is a 

vastly greater potential. If some movies can upset patients, then other 

movies may be therapeutic for patients, and it seems far from fantastic to 

visualize a more intense application of movies as a sort of mass group 

psychotherapy. Time does not permit a detailed description of the many and 

excellent activities carried on by our recreation department. However, 1 

would not like to sit down without mentioning the terrific impact created 

in the State Hospital by the advent of television. The placing of television 

sets on all the wards has been of tremendous benefit to a patient population 

whose primary difficulties involve separation from the outside world and 

difficulties with testing reality and differentiating fact from fantasy. For the 

patient hospitalized five to ten years, TV, showing what is now available in 

new styles, patterns and fashions is of tremendous importance in helping 

these patients reorient themselves toward the outside world, plan for and aim 

for eventual rehabilitation. 

Before I conclude, I should like to offer some suggestions as to how I 

think that recreation in a psychiatric hospital can be improved. First, I 

should like to stress that in our hospital, our problem is not with quality 

but with quantity. We like what our recreation department is doing, we 

like the way they are doing it, but we recognize as do they, that they cannot 

get around to all the patients as frequently as is needed. For example, in 

our hospital we have seven members of the recreation staff for twenty-three 

hundred (2300) patients which is over three hundred (300) patients per 

worker. One quick answer to this is to employ more recreators. We would 

like to do this, but we as well as our patients, have to stay in touch with 

reality. And the reality in North Carolina is that the legislature will not 

now' and in the foreseeable future, we cannot envision them authorizing 

any tremendous increase in recreation personnel in the State Hospital. 

Therefore, it seems that if we are to have an adequate recreation program 

for all our patients, we must draw in additional personnel over and beyond 

the present 7 members of the recreation department. 

The recreation director and to a great extent, the members of his staff 

must assume more and more supervisory roles in training other people in 

the art of recreation and in directing specific programs staffed by non- 
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professional recreators. In a State Hospital setting there seems to he two 

groups from whom we can draw additional help. First there is the attendant 

group who are already tremendously utilized by the recreation department 

in carrying forward the recreation program. This should be strengthened, 

recognized and extended and when possible, should include specific training 

in the recreation department for the attendants. In addition, it seems that 

the recreation department should draw on volunteer workers from the sur¬ 

rounding community and to help them participate in the hospital recreation 

program by teaching them recreation techniques and by constantly super¬ 

vising and encouraging them. 

I realize that the suggestion of using non-professional personnel in a 

recreational capacity is a controversial one. I hope that it will stimulate 

some comment from this group as this is for us a very real problem for which 

we are earnestly seeking a solution. 

The Role of Recreation in the 
Rehabilitation of Psychiatric Patients 

Joseph B. Parker, Jr., M.D. 

Psychiatric Center, Chapel Hill 

The role of recreation in the rehabilitation of the psychiatric patient is 

not that which is sometimes thought to be of keeping the patient busy so 

that he will forget his troubles and not think too much of himself. While 

recreation may temporarily achieve such a goal, we have to remember that it 

is impossible for one continually to keep moving or occupied. Particularly as 

one grows older and has less physical energy, he needs to develop other means 

of handling and sublimating his conflicts. In other words, the time eventually 

comes when he must slow down and can no longer avoid looking at himself, 

how he feels about others and how he believes they feel about him. Thus 

one must develop other means in considering activities in being at ease with 

oneself and others by developing more effective ways of relating to other 

people. 

Well directed recreation activities, broadly speaking, may to many patients 

be the initial step, however, toward such an achievement. How this is done 

we will soon discuss in more detail. Unfortunately, one of the most rewarding 

therapies, formal phychotherapy of an insight type, is not yet usable by the 

average psychiatric patient or the great bulk of the population. It requires 

verbal abilities for the patient to voice his feelings and ideas and to have 

sufficient intellectual capacity to develop intellectual, as well as emotional 

understanding of his feelings and actions. Nevertheless we can use some of 

the dynamic knowledge of human behavior and emotional needs that we have 

gained from individual psychotherapeutic experiences in helping us to ap¬ 

proach and rehabilitate patients by other means; means by which patients 

may be more accessible. And we do know, that many patients, may learn 

emotionally without any verbal intellectual insight from actual therapeutic 
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millieu experiences. One of these means of beneficial emotional learning can 

be through recreation activities. 

These activities may at times begin with individual contact with a single 

therapist, with the therapist meeting the patient and communicating with 

him at the level and through whatever mode the patient is able to express 

himself. In the case of the seriously ill or retarded group of patients, this 

communication may he through sound, touch and/or physical expression. 

In other words, he establishes contact in the area that the patient will permit. 

This contact may stem from a very slow beginning to a small and then to a 

larger group participation, to eventually a more formally organized social 

group activity with less physical expression and increased verbalization. 

If these activities are not just to keep the patient occupied, then how and 

why does this process occur? In such activities, the important thing is not so 

much the equipment that is used, but the fact that one human being is able 

to contact one other and that ultimately a meaningful relationship between 

the patient and the therapist may develop. Here the mute withdrawn patient 

may begin to learn that it is possible to interact with another individual 

without it resulting in either injury or destruction to himself or others. In 

other words, he discovers he can express himself aggressively physically and 

in part verbally, without losing control and hurting someone or being hurt in 

return as many of the patients fear. Our experiences have shown that in 

some cases this may be extremely slow but can well be worth the time in¬ 

volved. From this initial beginning, under the protective presence of a thera¬ 

pist, we can see a patient progress to activities with fellow patients. This 

may then spread to larger and more natural types of social groups. 

A good example of how beneficial recreation activities may be with the 

withdrawn and suspicious patient may be illustrated by some of the ex¬ 

periences in our own insulin groups. We have found these individuals, pre¬ 

viously withdrawn schizophrenics, in their recreation group activities slowly 

developing a group identity and bond which some of them have never pre¬ 

viously experienced before in their lives. We have seen some of them for the 

first time come to feel the part of a group as they become able to openly 

interact more and more with the nurse, recreation therapist and fellow 

patients in this selected group. As this progresses, we have then seen these 

patients dare venture toward other groups on the ward at other hours and 

to begin to feel free to leave the protective confine of the originally restricted 

group. 

In contrast to the psychomotorly retarded patient, with the hyperactive 

and overly hostile patients, physical activities may serve to aid the patient 

in developing techniques of dissipating his unchanneled agression into more 

acceptable means which brings not only approval to him from others, but 

gratification and increased self esteem with this approval and acceptance. 

With the availability of supervised physical activities, it has been found that 

the needs for packs and tubs are rapidly becoming a thing of the past, and 

that not only do we now have something that does just as well, but something 

that achieves even more. It achieves more in that it makes possible the devel¬ 

opment of an effective relationship with another person, which, as we have 

said, may be the initial step toward developing a broader relationship and 

increased verbalization until the patient may reach a point where he can par¬ 

ticipate in a more verbal type of psychotherapeutic approach. 
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With the less obviously ill but still sufficiently sick neurotic patients to re¬ 

quire hospitalization, recreation activities can play a large part in their 

rehabilitation. Here we see individuals with invalidizing reactions and many 

times anxiety feelings of impending death associated with almost any physical 

expression and an underlying fear of aggression and hostility. Here a patient 

may learn through a planned program of activity that experiencing exertion 

and even competitive aggressive action will not result in his dropping dead or 

collapsing as he has feared. In some instances, patients may develop acute 

awareness in part into the mechanisms involved as he experiences anxiety 

in exerting himself. This, of course, means the therapist must he ready and 

the lines of organization must be such that the therapist can easily com¬ 

municate to the patient’s physician. Such experiences can then be dealt with 

psychotherapeutically. Also we have found that usually it is wiser for the 

patient with a conversion paralysis to be able to save face before relatives and 

friends by gradually improving with a program of increasing activities, than 

it is to suddenly and dramatically remove symptoms. 

Another function of the recreation program with psychiatric patients is 

not so much of rehabilitation, as one of prevention, and that is of avoiding 

physical deconditioning while the patient is hospitalized. We believe it is a 

disservice to a tobacco farmer or one who must work with his back and 

muscles to hospitalize him for several weeks or longer and enthusiastically 

return him to heavy physical work if we have permitted his muscles to lose 

tone. That we also use such activities in avoiding sluggishness with our 

insulin patients is well known. Also in the neurotic group that warrants 

hospitalization, there is a strong tendency to regress into further invalidism. 

This can be avoided by giving them the opportunity for satisfying contact 

with other people through a variety of recreation activity. This activity should 

be suitable for the particular patient and of the nature of a prescription 

worked out between the physician and the recreation or corrective therapist 

Recreation in Geriatrics 

Frederick Devitt, M.D. 

Veterans Administration Center 

Kecoughtan, Va. 

Any acquaintance I may have with recreation in the aged is due to my 

contact with our Special Services Department. I am primarily a Medical 

man but, due to the fact that I head-up our Intermediate Hospital at 

Kecoughtan, I have been forced to infringe on the specialties of Psychiatry, 

Surgery and all the ancillary services. 

At Kecoughtan, we started our Intermediate Hospital in November, 1953. 

This was done because we had become increasingly aware of the fact that 

Geriatrics was here to stay regardless of whether we liked it or not. A 

great many medical men resent looking after “old crocks” and will not 

accept the fact that Geriatricts is a broad field of Medicine that requires 

more patience, more skill and more anticipatory care than any other 

branch. We have tried to be forward-looking and welcome all the help our 
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Recreational Service can give us. We have 105 beds in the Intermediate 

Hospital. We have Medical, Surgical, N.P., G.U., Orthopedic and certain 

problem cases that have fallen to our lot. 

When a patient first arrives on our Service, he is interviewed and given 

a physical check-up. Plans are then made for starting him on a program 

fitted to his needs. To this end, we endeavor to find out the preference of 

the patient in terms of his interests and skills. Secondly, his physical en¬ 

durance is assayed and, lastly, the effect of the recreation on other patients 

is considered. It is axiomatic that what will appeal to one patient will bore 

another. A young man will require an entirely different program than an 

oldster. In the oldsters, we are trying to refresh the mind rather than the 

body. Some activities are more tiring than others and one must allow 

old people to carry on to the point of fatigue, otherwise more harm has 

been done than good. 

We must also consider the effect of the form of recreation on other 

patients. For example, an old man who is addicted to a trumpet can cause 

a major upheaval in a group. 

Our patients are all institutionalized, of course, so that recreation is 

planned and conducted under the aegis and close supervision of the Medi¬ 

cal staff. 

The most popular item on our agenda is the informal parties that are an 

almost nightly occurrence. A great many of these are attended by officers 

of the Langley A.F.B. and their wives. The old men look forward to their 

visits and, from my observation, I can see that they all think that the young 

fliers are “the greatest”. Hero worship shines in their eyes. It is a source 

of constant wonder to me that these young men would sacrifice their spare 

time to come to an institution and spend their leisure hours in an endeavor 

to help bolster up the morale of these poor old forgotten men. 

Other groups of volunteers come frequently also. We have had singers, 

combos and the like. These are all well-received. The addition of a few good- 

looking women to the group seems to act as a sort of catalyst to the party. 

Our men are old but they aren’t all blind. As far as family visits are con¬ 

cerned, we can write them off as they are almost non-existent. Very few 

relatives come to visit our patients. However, we try to make up for this 

by knowing a great deal about the background of each man. I can discuss 

politics with a New Yorker and tobacco-farming with a veteran from Tar- 

heelia. In good weather, we have a weekly bus-ride. When this was ini¬ 

tiated, many of the men balked about going. After the first trip, however, 

we have more than enough to fill a bus and there are always a few who 

are unable to go. We have found that games with a mild competitive in¬ 

terest were good for the long pull so we have music-guessing games, base¬ 

ball and football prediction contests, horse-racing, and the like. 

The weekly movie is generally well attended, as are the various church 

services. We have card games, checkers and other games of a mildly com¬ 

petitive character. For those who like to read, the library cart comes three 

(3) times a week. We have had a parakeet but found that after the novelty 

wore off, the poor bird was left to his own devices. Tropical fish came and 

went. Hydroponics were also of temporary interest. This all adds up to 

the fact that the attention-span in these older people is very short and 
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frequent changes have to be made. In all our recreational endeavors, we 

have found that we have had to resort to a try and discard method of 

operation. What appeals to some will fall on fallow ground as far as 

others are concerned. So, we keep trying, always realizing that there is no 

magic formula but that sustained effort is the key to a successful recrea¬ 
tional program for the aged. 
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